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ell, another IAM Annual Meeting and trade show has come and gone. And judging by the
feedback we’ve received onsite and since the conference concluded, I think it’s safe to conclude that once again the event met and even exceeded everyone’s expectations. Numerous people
commented to me that although it always seems we couldn’t possibly top the previous year’s
experience, the Annual Meeting just gets better each year.
We did receive some constructive suggestions from the exhibitors on the setup hours this
year, as well as how we might attract and hold attendees during the open hours of the exhibit hall.
Each year is always a little different, depending on when we gain access to the space from the preceding group. Our ability to keep people in the hall is directly affected by the city venue and the
on other attractions or distractions outside the hotel. Moving forward we will keep your suggestions in mind as we strive to positively enhance the experience of both exhibitors and attendees.
The 2014 Annual Meeting featured a number of firsts and announcements of several new
IAM initiatives.
Responding to your suggestions, we conducted our very first exhibitor lottery for exhibit
booths and floor space at the 2015 Annual Meeting in San Diego. We chose to test this lottery
method rather than continue to experience the system/software issues, delays and confusion we’ve
had the past several years when we’ve opened the online registration for exhibitors and everyone
was simultaneously vying for premium spots and sponsorships. As in any contest there are going
to be winners and losers. I’m aware some people were disappointed that they did not secure the
booths they wanted, but we wanted to see how viable the lottery would be for our group. We
are working to create some new exhibit and sponsorship opportunities for members who seek
increased exposure for their companies during the conference and tradeshow.
Members who joined us in Orlando had their first opportunity to meet Rob Faraone, IAM’s
new regional relations liaison for Asia. Rob, who lives in Singapore, will work under contract
with the Association to represent the interests of existing members, as well as assist in attracting
and qualifying new member applicants. Having an experienced industry veteran who has in-depth
knowledge of the culture and nuances of conducting business in that region will prove very useful
to IAM’s advocacy, influence and impact on regulations and policies affecting the members working in, as well as shipping to and from, that increasingly important part of the globe.
If IAM’s establishment of a physical presence in Asia proves beneficial, in the future we
would look to appoint additional regional representatives in other parts of the world. These
extensions of our staff will also be invaluable as the Association moves forward in planning and
conducting a series of regional membership meetings around the world—and even perhaps take
the Annual Meeting overseas, as has been discussed in recent years.
Attendees were informed of the Executive Committee’s recent decision to move forward
with an initiative to expand IAM’s Receivable Protection Program (RPP). Next year, IAM will
extend the RPP as an inclusive benefit to all Core and Governing members. Also, the RPP now
will include protections and dispute resolution services for unpaid receivables on U.S. Department
of Defense and other government shipments, such for the Department of State and the General
Services Administration. Involving everyone in the program will create a much larger funding
pool and allow IAM to provide an increased level of coverage to all members. An explanatory
video and FAQ resource, accessible on the Membership section of the IAM website, provides
details on how the expanded program will work, as well as information about the accompanying
dues increase that will also take effect on January 1, 2015.
The new IAM Mentor Match program held its first meet-up in Orlando. The program,
which is free to all IAM members, is aimed at bringing together individuals who wish to share
their knowledge and experience and protégés who seek to tap into those resources, to learn about
one particular area of interest, and/or benefit from longer-term career guidance.
After several years of research and planning, IAM will establish a new affiliate, IAM
Here2Help (H2H). This separate incorporated entity will tap the physical and financial resources
of our members to support governments, non-governmental organizations, and other charitable
groups as they respond to natural disasters and various global crises. H2H will be chartered as
a formal charity, so it will also have the ability to collect and distribute funding for a variety of
humanitarian needs of our members and the global consumer base we all serve.
As you can see, the Association is constantly moving forward to expand some of our existing
programs and launch a number of new initiatives, all aimed at increasing the value of your continued participation as a proud IAM member.

PORTAL FOCUS: IAM 52nd ANNUAL MEETING
Where Does the World Come Together?
At IAM’s 52nd Annual Meeting in Orlando!
By Janet Seely, Director, Communications & Member Engagement

I

AM members are no strangers to Orlando, and
that was evident at the 2014 Annual Meeting. The
gathering was the Association’s sixth conference in
what the Florida tourism bureau calls “the city beautiful,” and the atmosphere was like a family reunion on
the grandest scale. Maybe it was the combination of
the light-filled open spaces inside the Orlando World
Center Marriott; the sumptuous pool complex with
a café, many tables, and chaise lounges for relaxing
and networking; and the perfect sunny weather (not
to mention short lines at registration) that accounted
for the attendees’ smiling faces, cheery greetings, and
downright exuberance. The light-heartedness lasted
throughout the conference and made for a memorable
four days.
Soaking up the Florida sunshine
For the last three years, since Denver in 2011, the roar
of Harleys has heralded the unofficial start of the IAM
annual meeting. Orlando was no exception, although
the roar took place offsite, at the dealership where the
group rented the motorcycles. Coordinated each year
by Tom Vesperman (Trans International Moving &
Shipping, Australia), who also designed this year’s
souvenir cap, the “I’AM A REBEL” excursion took
place over two days, with 23 riders from IAM member
companies as far flung as New Zealand and South
Africa to Spain, Lebanon, Poland, Belgium, England,
Ireland, Venezuela, the United States, and Malaysia.
On Sunday, October 5, the Rebels headed to
Cedar Key, on Florida’s west coast. Monday’s ride,
dubbed “Family Day Express,” turned southeast from
Orlando to Melbourne Beach, then up the coast to
Cape Canaveral, with the last stop in Daytona Beach.
There the group stopped in at the Ocean Deck—“a
dodgy bar,” said Vesperman—and “three riders
dropped their gear to the cheers of patrons.” After
some cooled off with a dip in the Atlantic Ocean, the
group headed toward Orlando.
Back at the hotel on Monday, 104 participants in
the 11th Annual Santa Fe Charity Run/Walk raised
nearly US$13,000 to support breast cancer research
at Johns Hopkins Hospital. Over the past 11 years,
the Santa Fe Charity Run/Walk has raised more than
US$1.5 million for this cause. You can view a video of
the race at www.IAMovers.org.
Editor’s note: You’ll find a complete list of Charity
Run winners—as well as more photos—in the Web
version of The Portal.

Off to a Great Start
with the 11th Santa Fe
Charity Run

F

or the 11th consecutive year, IAM
Annual Meeting attendees kicked off
their week a day early, by participating
in the Santa Fe Group-sponsored 5K
Charity Run. This event has evolved into
an iconic precursor of the IAM gathering.
Afterward, Santa Fe’s Red Horse Cocktail
Party—another fine annual tradition—attracts hundreds of IAM attendees, including
the runners, whose efforts have definitely
earned them a bit of R&R.
The 2014 run drew 104 participants
who braved the steamy Orlando weather
and crossed the finish line. Big thanks also
go to the Hawks Landing golf course staff
for their support.
Congratuations to all the winners in
each category:
• Female under 39 winner: Lisa Drewry,
Taylor International (fastest female and
overall winner, with time of 21 minutes and 18 seconds). Runner-up: Rasa
Ellermann, Interdean Germany.
• Male under 39 winner: Arthur
Drewry, Taylor International. Runnerup: Scott Cook, Alchemy Recruitment.
• Female 40–55 winner: Bridget Walsh,
Secor Group. Runner-up: Pauline Collins, DT Moving.
• Male 40–55 winner: Kenneth Morissette, Interstate International (fastest
male, with time of 21 minutes and 38
seconds). Runner-up: Don Inbar, Globus International.
• Female over 55 winner: Alice So,
Safepak. Runner-up: Patricia Gil, Gil
International Moving.
• Male over 55 winner: Bertil
Radstrom, G-Solutions. Runner-up:
Philip Wells, Secor Group.
As part of Santa Fe Group’s corporate
social responsibility program, the annual Charity Run and Red Horse Cocktail
Party raise funds that go toward the Johns
Hopkins Hospital for research and treatment
of breast cancer. A portion of each international move handled by Santa Fe Group is
donated as well. This year’s event raised
about US$13,000 for Johns Hopkins. To
date, Santa Fe Group has contributed more
than US$1,500,000 to this worthy cause.

Paying tribute to the overall winner, Lisa Drewry, who finished in
21 minutes and 18 seconds.

Reconnecting: The puzzle pieces come together
By 7:30am on Tuesday the Expo was a hive of activity as exhibitors
erected their booths in preparation for the 2:00pm opening of the
hall. Those who downloaded the IAM event app received notifications of each day’s events on their cell phones, tablets, or laptops,
and enjoyed the conference with the schedule, attendee and exhibitor lists, IAM Twitter feed and more at their fingertips.
Also heeding an early wake-up notification for their first meeting of the day—the annual Joint Leadership Breakfast—were
members of the IAM Executive Committee, the Core Members
Management Board (CMMB), the IAM-YP Management Board,
and IAM staff.
Core Members Representative Jackie Agner (CMI–California
Multimodal, LLC) opened the meeting with welcoming remarks,
and invited IAM Chair Jeff Coleman (Coleman World Group) to
take the floor. Coleman thanked the IAM leadership and staff for
their efforts in support of IAM over the past year and during his
tenure as chair (he chose not to stand for reelection). Coleman
also recognized the many achievements of Rick Curry (Gateways
International, Inc.) as he steps down and begins retirement. Curry’s
career in the transportation industry spans 40 years. He is a former
IAM chair, and most recently served as Executive Committee member at large and chair of the IAM Claims Committee.
Ms. Agner acknowledged another retirement, that of Core
Members Representative at Large Doug Finke (Sterling International), and thanked those representatives who had stepped down from
the CMMB in 2014, including Yogesh Thakker (see photo, center).
Next, Ms. Agner introduced five new CMMB regional representatives who joined the group in 2014: Manuela Carolina (Caribbean
Moving Services N.V.) and Alvaro Stein (Decapack), representatives for Central and South America and the Caribbean (Region
2); Aakanksha Bhargava (P.M.Relocations Pvt Ltd), representative
for Eastern and Southeastern Asia (Region 3); Aivars Usans (FF
International Movers), representative for Europe (Region 4); and
Rebecca Parker (M. Dyer & Son, Inc.), representative for Oceania
(Region 7).
IAM staff briefed the participants on the status of programs,
communications, and other issues of importance to the Association
and the industry. Afterward, the Executive Committee held a fullday business meeting.

At 10:00am, the registration desk opened
and the lines moved steadily forward
as attendees picked up their badges and
conference bags, registered onsite, purchased Casino Night tickets, signed up for
IAM-YP memberships, and took care of
other details. Many attendees made their
way to the pool bar for lunch, enjoying
the sunshine and palm trees, greeting
friends and acquaintances, and commencing the essential face-to-face meetings and
conversations that would fill most of the
meeting’s four days.
Midmorning saw the IAM-YP group
heading offsite for their Annual Teambuilding Event (see page 61), and IAM
roving staff assisting attendees in down-

loading the Annual Meeting mobile app, accessing the IAM
Social Café app, and directing members to the first Knowledge
Lab of the conference. The early afternoon educational session,
Power Up Sales with Social Media, pulled in a near-capacity
crowd eager to hear Rebecca Chanin, director of marketing for
JK Moving Services, explore the topic of “social selling”—engaging through social media to stay current on industry trends
and competition, and using social platforms for prospecting and
qualifying sales leads.
By the 2:00pm opening of the Expo, exhibitors had put
finishing touches on their booths—which over the course of the
convention hosted product demonstrations, contests, raffles, and
giveaways, and boasted Belgian chocolates, a foosball table, and
the perennial favorite: photos with National Football League
cheerleaders. Attendees streamed into the hall, many taking
time to stop at a supersized IAM puzzle frame. There, attendees
placed their individual puzzle pieces (which had been handily tucked into each badge) into the corresponding spot on the
frame, and over the course of four days worked toward completing a puzzle image of the world.
The IAM annual meeting draws many new members and firsttime attendees, and former IAM Chair Georgia Angell (Foremost
Forwarders, Inc.) hosted a special Knowledge Lab for them.
Ms. Angell simulated a meet-and-greet situation and gave the
group valuable pointers on how to introduce themselves to other
attendees, join a conversation already in progress, present a

business card properly, and stay energized and healthy
through four rigorous days and nights of business and
socializing.
That just-in-time training was on display when
IAM’s rolling welcome receptions kicked off on outdoor terraces and poolside. First up, at 5:30pm, was
the IAM-YP Welcome Reception, followed closely
by the New Members, First-Time Attendees &
Special Guests Reception, and at 7:00pm the official
IAM Members Opening Reception. Guests entering
the all-members reception were greeted by the sight
of “lamp lady” human statues, glittering in silver from
head to toe. A buffet of shrimp, crab claws, local fish,
brisket, sliders, and more energized the hungry crowd,
who settled at tables among the palms until 9:00pm,
when a large number of attendees happily made their
way to the Hot Havana Nights Casino.

IAM’s fifth annual casino night and Texas Hold ‘Em
fundraiser, benefitting the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund, never fails to entertain the crowd as well raise
money for tuition assistance. This year’s games were
perennial favorites blackjack, craps, roulette, and pai
gow; the money blowing machine and slot machine; and
the Texas Hold ‘Em Poker Tournament.
Raffle winner Gary Stumpf (Executive Relocation
International, Inc.) received a complimentary ticket to
casino night at the IAM 2015 Annual Meeting in San
Diego, California. Second place winner Andrew Rosser
(GTS Group) received a two-night complimentary hotel
stay at the Orlando Marriott World Center, and Ian
Valentine (Executive Relocation International, Inc.) held
the winning ticket for the grand prize—a complimentary
registration for the IAM 2015 Annual Meeting in San
Diego.
Taking first prize in the Texas Hold ‘Em Tournament was Nik Nikovkar (Schumacher Cargo Logistics,
Inc.), who also scored a complimentary registration to the
2015 meeting in San Diego. Second place went to Arthur
Drewry (Taylor International), who received a twonight complimentary hotel stay at the Orlando Marriott
World Center; and third place went to Scott Willis (Trans
Dragon International Co.), who took home a complimentary ticket to the IAM 2015 Texas Hold ‘Em Tournament.

Tributes and the State of IAM
The next morning, the stage was set for
the annual IAM Membership Breakfast.
After opening remarks from IAM Chair
Jeffrey Coleman, Heather Engel (True
North Relocation, LLC), president of the
Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund,
congratulated recipients of the 2014
scholarships and recognized the sponsors
of the Hot Havana Nights Casino. The total amount raised for the fund was nearly
$60,000. In addition, Engel and AFWSF
board members Sandra Rowe Maier
and Jackie Agner accepted $20,000 in
generous donations from IAM members
DeWitt Companies, National Forwarding
Co., Inc., and the Orlando World Center
Marriott.
A video tribute preceded the introduction of each of the two distinguished
2014 IAM Hall of Honor inductees. In
his remarks, Randall (Randy) Groger
(IAM Executive Committee; RKG Associates), spoke fondly of his 30 years
in the industry and the accomplishments
during his 10 consecutive years on the
HHGFAA/IAM Executive Committee,
six years as vice chair and four years as
chair.
Accepting the Hall of Honor award
for Paul Richard Klien (Transportes
Fink S.A.), who died in 2012, was Laura
Ganon, CEO, Transportes Fink Ltda., and
past president of LACMA (Latin American and Caribbean Movers Association).
Ganon spoke of Mr. Klien’s commitment
to excellence, his focus on training, and
his many contributions to the industry—
including being a founding member of
LACMA.
John Day (Daycos), chair of the Hall
of Honor Selection Committee, and IAM
Chair Jeff Coleman presented Mr. Groger
and Mr. Klien’s family with a crystal
award, Hall of Honor lapel pin, and certificate of induction.
Next, IAM President Terry Head
took the stage and officially welcomed
the meeting’s more than 1,700 conference
attendees. He then invited Move for Hunger founder Adam Lowy to the stage to
present the 2014 IAM Mover of the Year
award to Crown Relocations. Since joining Move for Hunger in 2011, Crown Relocations has delivered more than 89,000
pounds of food to food banks all across
North America—enough to provide more
than 75,000 lifesaving meals to the less
fortunate. In 2014 alone, agents of Crown
Relocations have delivered more than

46,000 pounds to food banks and hunger
relief organizations. Lowy noted that
Crown Relocations’ strong commitment
to hunger relief and international reach
was vital to Move for Hunger’s recent expansion into Canada by piloting programs
in their Toronto, Vancouver, and Calgary
offices. Accepting the award for Crown
was Allison Cook, general manager of
Crown Relocations’ Washington, DC,
office.
Mr. Head then presented his annual State of IAM Address, reviewing
the financial health of the Association,
presenting membership statistics—2,412
corporate and individual memberships
in 179 countries—and providing updates on IAM programs and services.
He called attention to IAM’s website
(www.IAMovers.org) and how easily a
member company’s point of contact can
go online to make updates, pay invoices,
and add employees to the company
record. He also encouraged members to
join the IAM Social Café, an online community where members can participate in
discussions, post questions or comments,
read IAM blogs, and continue their networking. In discussing programs, Head
announced the appointment of consultant
Rob Faraone as IAM’s regional relations
liaison in Asia (see page 65, Portal to
Asia), and the inclusion of the Receivable
Protection Program (RPP) as a benefit
for all Core and Governing members. He
also referenced upcoming changes in the
annual dues structure, effective January
1, 2015. (For more information on the
RPP as a benefit and changes to member
dues, go to www.IAMovers.org and type
RPP into the Search field.) Last, Head
announced the locations of the 2015,
2016 and 2017 IAM Annual Meetings
(see page 106, Industry Calendar) and
introduced a short video previewing the
2015 site, San Diego, California.
The end of the meeting marked the
beginning of the get-down-to-business
day for attendees, as they made their
way to the Expo, individual meetings,

and educational sessions that included
Excited About Apps, a well-attended
opportunity to hear members describe
and recommend their favorite apps for
business, productivity, and fun. IAM Web
Content Manager Carl Weaver moderated
the session and afterward circulated a list
of the members’ suggestions. Also on the
morning schedule were the International
Shippers Association (ISA) board meeting and the exhibitors’ cocktail reception.

Fresh from the early cocktail hour, attendees made their way
to the Core Membership Meeting. Core Members Representative Jackie Agner opened the meeting and the Core Members
Management Board was introduced. The next order of business
was elections. Agner ran unopposed and was reelected to her position. Four candidates vied for the open position of Core Members Representative at Large, the slot vacated by Doug Finke
(Sterling International), who had announced his retirement. The
election resulted in a tie—unprecedented in the Association’s
history, according to Head—and a runoff election ensued. Boris
Populoh (Willis Relocation Risk Group) prevailed in the runoff
bid and assumes the position’s duties on December 1. (Populoh
will also chair the IAM Commercial Affairs Committee.)
The membership meeting resumed with an update from
Head about the IAM Logistics Network, then moved to a discussion of customs and port issues led by Doug Finke, with panelists Heather Engel (True North Relocation), Rebecca Valentine
(Rainier Overseas), and Debbie Gallagher (Gallagher Transport
International Inc.). IAM Programs Director Brian Limperopulos discussed the addition of Rob Faraone as IAM’s new Asia
liaison, reviewed the Association’s new Mentor Match program,
and reiterated the membership changes that become effective on
January 1: the inclusion of the Receivable Protection Program
(RPP) as a benefit for all Core and Governing members, and
changes in the annual dues structure.

Janet Seely, director, communications & member
engagement, gave a short presentation on the IAM Social Café
online community, and Charles White, director of government &
military relations, previewed two sessions on the annual meeting
agenda—the Government Affairs Panel and the Special Session.
In mid-afternoon, the members were still going strong, attending the last Knowledge Lab of the day, about navigating legal
pitfalls (presented by attorney James A. Calderwood); heading
to the IAM-YP Membership Meeting, where the results of the
election for chair and vice chair were revealed (see page 32 for
details); and taking in the Ladies in Moving (LIMA) business
session and networking reception.

Panelists, Protégés and YPs
Thursday morning began with the
members’ buffet breakfast, followed by
sessions throughout the day. The Claims
Panel, moderated by IAM Governing
Member at Large Rick Curry, kicked off
at 8:30am. The two-hour session included
panelists from the industry and representatives from the U.S. Army, Navy, and
Air Force Military Claims Offices discussing many of the current claims issues
being handled in the Defense Personal
Property Program (DP3).
The panel included Virginia Eilmus,
Head, Personnel Claims Unit Norfolk,
U.S. Navy Military Claims Office,
Norfolk, Virginia; Steven R. Kelly, Chief
of Personnel Claims Branch, U.S. Army
Claims Service Center, Fort Meade
Maryland; James (JD) Reese, Chief, Air
Force Claims Service Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio; Bill Rose,
President, Willis Relocation Risk Group,
Fairfax, Virginia; and Kevin Spealman,
Vice President & General Manager,
National Claims Services, Broadview,
Illinois.

Editor’s note: For a review of the military
and government-related programs at the
52nd Annual Meeting, see page 75 of this
issue.

Preferred Vendors

Since 1999, the International
Association of Movers (ISA) has
provided international shippers and
forwarders of Commercial and US
Military and Government household
goods, unaccompanied baggage,
and general commodities the lowest
comparative shipping rates (FCL &
LCL) and best service throughout
the world by establishing volume
discounts with preferred vendors.
Members: When contacting vendors
please identify yourself as an ISA member
to receive preferred rates.

USA Outbound Commercial HHG:
FCL & LCL

For U.S. Military HHG to/from
from the UK and North Europe

Mallory Alexander
International Logistics
+1 (502) 327-7776
www.mallorygroup.com
Contact: Theresa Walker
theresaw@mallorygroup.com

North Atlantic Services
+32 (0)3 360 78 21
www.nas.gosselingroup.eu
Contact: Patrick Vercauteren
patrickv@north-atlantic-services.com

Direct Container Line /
Vanguard Logistics
+1 (847) 238-5029
www.dcl-global.com
Contact: Steven Leff
stevenleff@theleffgroup.com
(502) 468-2575
S.E.A. Corp.
+1 (704) 732-6063
www.seacorpnc.com
Contact: Sheena Kiser
rates@seacorpnc.com
bookings@seacorpnc.com

Pasha International
+1 (415) 927-6439
www.pashagroup.com
Contact: Mike Connolly
Mike_Connolly@Pashanet.com
For U.S. Military or Government
HHGs Port to Port to/from Pacific Rim
SEACO Shipping SA
Contact: Patrick Vercauteren
Patrickv@north-atlantic-services.com
Contact: Mike Connolly
Mike_Connolly@pashanet.com

ISA Members are eligible to earn an annual patronage dividend.
For information or to join ISA, go to www.IAMovers.org, click on Affiliate Groups

ISA | 5904 Richmond Highway, Suite 404, Alexandria, VA 22303 | tel 703-317-9950 | www.IAMovers.org

Among the wide-ranging topics discussed were the updated DP3
Claims rules, including the new Mold & Mildew Business Rules;
the proper handling of damage to “real” property; and the issues
associated with sending checks to claimants in advance of a
full settlement and salvage rights. Representing the commercial
arena, Bill Rose followed up on his 2013 presentation on commercial household goods claims by expanding on the discussion
of Risk Management/Avoidance.
Ayana Singhateh, IAM membership services coordinator,
opened the mid-morning Mentor Match Meetup session with
an introduction to IAM’s new mentoring program, describing
how easily the online tool helps mentors and protégés connect
from anywhere in the world. The meeting not only informed and
encouraged attendees about joining the program, it gave those
who had already signed up as prospective mentors and protégés
a chance to meet in person. For more information on Mentor
Match, go to www.IAMovers.org and Search on IAM Mentor
Match.

In a meeting room nearby, the International Shippers Association (ISA)
annual membership meeting was convened by ISA Chair Han Helders (Crystal
Forwarding, Inc.). Elections were held
for two positions, and as of November
1, Lucrecia Sikora (SIRVA Inc.) is ISA’s
treasurer and David Macpherson (JK
Moving Services) is ISA member at
large. Each board member must be an
IAM member.
ISA members were briefed on the
group’s financial status and issues related
to shipping household goods in the Atlantic and Pacific Lanes. For the third year,
ISA recognized its top three commercial
bookers of the year—Arpin International
Group, New World International, and
Paxton International—with an award.
IAM professional staff provides administrative support to the International Shippers Association under a management
agreement. For more information on ISA
visit www. IAMovers.org and click on
Affiliated Groups.

Following a buffet lunch with the
exhibitors, the Military and Government Affairs Panel got underway, with
Committee Chair and IAM Vice Chair
Peg Wilken (Stevens Forwarders, Inc.)
presiding.
The panel brought together representatives from key U.S. Government
agencies. Attending were Stephen R.
Fair, Supervisor, Collections Section
(QMCAAB), Transportation Audits
Division, U.S. General Services Administration (GSA), Washington, DC;
Timothy W. Knapp, Deputy Program
Manager, Defense Personal Property
System (DPS), Program Executive Office, Acquisition Directorate, United
States Transportation Command, Scott
Air Force Base, Illinois; Charles Olden,
Transportation Management Branch
Chief, U.S. Department of State (DOS),
Washington, DC; and Capt. Aaron Stanley (USN) Director, Personal Property,
Military Surface Deployment & Distribution Command (SDDC), Scott Air Force
Base, Illinois.
Each panelist provided his perspective on the key issues the industry should
focus on in the coming year.
Representing the U.S. Department
of State, Charles Olden provided facts
and figures for 2014 and gave suggestions for how IAM members could get
involved in the DOS moving program.
Mr. Fair, representing GSA Audits, pinpointed the major items that are open to
Notices of Overcharge (NOC) and what
the industry can do to avoid that process.
Next up was Tim Knapp (DPS), who
laid out the proposed 2015 schedule of
DPS releases and highlighted the major
system enhancements planned for 2016
and beyond.
Last, but certainly not least, was
Capt. Aaron Stanley. Beginning his
remarks on a humorous note, Stanley related that when he told his family he’d be
coming to Orlando to work, they weren’t
quite convinced his trip was all business.
In order to provide proof, Stanley asked
if he could pause a moment to take a
“selfie” with the audience. That done, he
began a businesslike review of the positives and negatives SDDC saw in 2014
and provided a look ahead to some possible DP3 changes for the coming year.
When the topic turned to a DPS
software change request, dubbed SCR
6975, which would allow TSP-rejected
shipments to automatically be awarded

to the next TSP in line without PPSO
personnel intervention, Stanley was surprised and amused by the appearance of
a “flash mob.” On Wilken’s cue, a group
in the audience had jumped to their feet,
waving paper signs inscribed with SCR
6975 in large type—a not-so-subtle hint
that IAM TSPs back the software change.

Late afternoon brought the final Knowledge Lab of the conference, presented
by Sean R. Edgar, executive director of
CleanFleets.net, detailing new state regulations impacting all commercial trucks
and trailers serving California ports and
traveling the state’s highways.
In an adjacent conference room,
attendees gathered for the second annual
IAM Logistics Network (ILN) business
session, where the agenda opened with a
recap of the ILN’s first Regional Meeting, held in Antwerp, Belgium, in May
2014, and potential meeting options for
2015. The discussion then turned to the
establishment of an ILN Advisory Board
of volunteer members, IAM’s development of a comprehensive ILN online
directory, and the Association’s plan to
launch a new nonprofit entity called IAM
Here2Help (H2H).
As Terry Head described in a recent
IAM Social Café blog, IAM H2H will
serve as a connection point to organizations that require private sector transportation, warehousing, and logistical
support in the event of a humanitarian
crisis or natural disaster anywhere in the

world. To relate how ILN members could
potentially be part of this effort, IAM
invited Kathy Fulton, executive director
of the American Logistics Aid Network
(ALAN), to explain ALAN’s mission and
talk about possible ways to collaborate.

ALAN comprises hundreds of supplychain businesses that can help locate and
move goods to affected areas during a
disaster.
At the conclusion of the business
session, ILN members networked over

Accepting
New Members!

Members
can displa
the ILN lo y
go
on their
websites!

Is your company diversifying into logistics? Do you already work in logistics, providing office moving, project
forwarding, warehousing and distribution or cargo moving?
Then it’s time to join forces with a group of IAM members who recently formed the IAM Logistics Network (ILN)
This member-driven group, created in 2013, facilitates networking among IAM colleague companies seeking to
expand already-thriving logistics businesses or ready to diversify into new business sectors.
ILN members realize these membership benefits immediately:
▶ Become part of an logistics network of IAM members
with whom you’ve already spent years developing
relationships and trust

▶ Join your ILN colleagues for anytime chat and
discussion on the ILN Members-Only LinkedIn Group
and in the IAM Social Café.
▶ Take part in an ILN members-only networking event at
IAM’s 52nd Annual Meeting in Orlando, Florida

To join, or receive more information on the IAM Logistics Network (ILN), contact Membership@IAMovers.org

cocktails then dispersed to enjoy the free
evening. As they and other annual meeting attendees met up for private business
dinners and informal networking, the
IAM young professionals made their way
to downtown Orlando and the famous
ICEBAR, the venue for their annual
social mixer. (See more on the IAM-YP
events on page 61.)
Mixing business with pleasure
Many members were just making their
way to breakfast with the exhibitors
when the Governing Membership
Meeting convened at 9:00am. The
agenda was chockfull, starting with
the roll call and distribution of ballots
to elect the officers of the Association.
With IAM Chair Jeff Coleman stepping
down and Member at Large Rick Curry
retiring, the stage was set for filling at
least two seats on the board. When the
ballot count was completed, Peg Wilken
(Stevens Forwarders, Inc.) and Tim
Helenthal (National Van Lines, Inc.) were
elected chair and vice chair, respectively;
and member at large seats went to John
Burrows (DeWitt Moving & Storage),
Brandon Day (Daycos), Stephan Geurts,
Jr. (GovLog, N.V.), and Mike Richardson

(Senate Forwarding, Inc.).
Members next heard reports from
the standing committee chairs, followed
by a review of current government and
military issues—including the recent
SDDC “Open Season” for new applicants
and the future of Requalification in the
DP3 program—and updates from IAM
Programs Manager Brian Limperopulos
on the Receivable Protection Program,
IAM Shipper Guides, customs and security issues, regulation issues, and progress
toward global accreditation of the IAM
codification standard. Janet Seely, director, communications & member engagement, gave a short presentation on the
IAM Social Café online community.
The session concluded with Terry
Head’s announcement of the election
results.
As the Governing Members meeting was winding down, the exhibit hall
was breaking down, marking the end
of the convention for the 112 exhibitors
who had seen steady traffic throughout
the conference. Now it was on to a bite
of lunch, then the much anticipated last
business events of the conference—two
special sessions.

Brian Limperopulos, IAM programs director, introduced speaker
Jennifer Gartlan, deputy director of the Office of Consumer
Affairs and Dispute Resolution Services, Federal Maritime
Commission (FMC). In keeping with the mission of the FMC,
Gartlan discussed initiatives aimed at fostering a fair, efficient,
and reliable international ocean transportation system while protecting the public from unfair and deceptive practices.
Gartlan first gave an overview of the FMC’s existing licensing regime for household goods movers and an update on the
new licensing rules proposed by the FMC. She then highlighted
ways the FMC may be able to assist IAM member companies
who have disputes with other companies or their clients through
the FMC’s alternative dispute resolution services. Ms. Gartlan
also emphasized that the FMC is highly concerned with ongoing
congestion at U.S. ports. They have convened public forums at
ports around the country to identify the specific causes for the
congestion and how the FMC can facilitate a resolution. Last,
Gartlan discussed the growing partnership between the FMC and
IAM to better educate the industry and consumer base.
The last session of the day was titled “Tune in to the Talking
Heads,” and it lived up to its billing as being “informative,
educational, and entertaining.” On a stage set that was a take-off
of the ESPN sports show “Pardon the Interruption,” complete
with a live video feed, IAM President Terry Head and Charles
(Chuck) White, IAM’s director of government & military relations, bantered about a host of topics. These included the need

for more data and transparency in the
DPS program, setting off a snappy running gag about data.
Specials guests were in abundance
and joined in the witty repartee. When the
topic turned to the current DPS rate filing
module and system enhancements, Laura
Bernardo (Functional Requirements Lead
for DPS, Program Executive Office, Defense Personal Property System, Scott Air
Force Base, Illinois) appeared on the video screen for an interview. Other special
guests included John Becker, Rates Team
Lead at SDDC, fielding questions about a
possible SDDC reorganization, Rate Reasonableness, and any major solicitation
changes for 2015; incoming IAM Chair
Peg Wilken about the most critical issues
facing U.S. Department of State TSPs;
and John Johnson, formerly chief of the
quality assurance division at SDDC and
now director, government transportation
for UniGroup, Inc., on what the view is
like now that he is sitting on the industry
side of the table.
Other features included polls of the
audience on a variety of questions, and
the introduction of Rob Faraone, IAM’s
tegional telations liaison in Asia.
Attendees left the meeting laughing
and looking forward to last celebrations
with friends and colleagues at the closing
reception, dinner and dancing. With the
band set up in the same ballroom as the
dinner, the hardy revelers quickly moved
across the floor to continue the party,
with a large crowd staying until the end.

Dear Diary: A Young Mover’s First Annual Meeting Experience
By Milly Dale
Editor’s note: For everyone, there’s a first time, and perhaps you
remember your own first IAM Annual Meeting. Milly Dale is
a young mover whose employers at Burke Bros Moving Group
brought her to Orlando, giving her the opportunity to meet colleagues from around the world—a networking experience that
will no doubt serve her well for years to come.

M

y journey at Burke Bros Moving Group Wolverhampton began three years ago, when I joined the company on an apprenticeship scheme. From the moment I arrived, it
became apparent that the company invests a lot of resources into
nurturing young people’s careers in the removals industry. The
business was fast paced, and in the first six months I had already
attended three BAR training courses, two of them external
courses that I had to travel to Watford to attend. Through those
courses, I was able to develop my understanding of the industry
even further.
After completing my apprenticeship I was delighted to
be offered a permanent position continuing my current role as
an import coordinator—I was only too happy to accept. A few
months later Gary and Chris Burke, the directors of Burke Bros,
told me they would like me to take on more responsibility within
the company. I was thrilled that I would become more involved
in the business and I started to deal with outbound as well as
import shipments for the company.
Leading up to the PAIMA and IAM conventions in 2013
last year, Gary said that if I continued to progress as I was, and
if they could see continuing growth within the department, it
was possible I could attend the 2014 meetings in Orlando. This
was exciting: I would have an opportunity to meet members of
international moving companies from across the globe.
Then, in May, it was decided that I would attend both the
PAIMA and IAM gatherings in October. I was over the moon,
and was excited that the prospect of meeting the agents I’d been
dealing with regularly over the past couple of years was becoming reality. Before I knew it, it was October and Gary and I were
on our way to Gatwick to board our plane. During the flight to
Orlando, Gary provided even more detailed background information on Burke Bros, explaining the history and relationships
we had with some of the companies we’d be meeting with.
When we pulled up outside the Marriott in Orlando, I was
overwhelmed by its sheer size. Upon arrival we were greeted in
the lobby by our Peruvian and Venezuelan agents, who were incredibly warm and welcoming. We spent an hour or two the next
day recovering from the flight, relaxing by the pool in preparation for the week ahead and discussing our agents; it also gave

Left to right: Milly Dale, Kehinde Arowoselu (Koeman Nigeria
Limited), Maria Arias (La Rosa del Monte Express, Dominican
Republic), and Gary Burke (Burke Bros, UK) at the PAIMA party.

me a chance to reflect on the amazing opportunity Burke Bros
had given me—a 20-year-old.
Saturday night brought the PAIMA reception, which I enjoyed immensely—it was fantastic to finally put faces to names.
Although it was a smaller event than IAM’s would be, it lent a
more relaxed and inviting feel, which helped settle my nerves
at my first convention. I found the way everybody greeted each
other to be very refreshing. It wasn’t like business partners meeting; it was almost like family reuniting after a year apart.
Gary told me that during the roll call I would be expected
to stand up at the assembly, announcing my name, company and
country, and that I would again represent Burke Bros by accepting an Award on behalf of the company for Second Highest

“I would encourage any other business like Burke Bros with young staff members to invest in them and bring them along to
these events.”
—Milly Dale, Burke Bros Moving Group

Reported Tonnage in the European Region for 2013/2014. But
the next two days of the PAIMA convention proved exactly that
PAIMA is not just an organization to facilitate business—it is so
much more. I personally believe this promotes much better business as the agents have a stronger connection with one another. I
was lucky enough to spend time with these people during a trip
to the Everglades and a night at the House of Blues. It was fantastic to see all of them dancing and enjoying themselves—we
all know how stressful it can be at times and it’s nice to let off a
little steam.
Tuesday was the first day of the IAM convention, which
had an entirely different feel. First, there were more people in
the lobby alone than I had ever seen in one place at one time,
gathered for the convention. Second, this event was a lot more
business-focused and intense. However, I enjoyed the meetings
we had over the next three days and feel they gave me a greater
insight into the companies we deal with. Gary allowed me to
network and even to attend some meetings on my own where
he thought the agent would be friendly and also accepting of a
younger person.
On the first night of the IAM gathering, I attended the FirstTime Attendees Reception; it made me feel much more comfortable knowing that a lot of other people were in the same boat
as I—feeling totally overwhelmed! There, I had the pleasure of
meeting Terry Head, the president of IAM, which was incredibly enlightening. However, I was shocked at the lack of young
people at the convention. I feel that being in Orlando this year
benefited me greatly, on both a personal and business level. I
would encourage any other business like Burke Bros with young
staff members to invest in them and take them to these events.
They are a prime opportunity for younger people to gain the
necessary knowledge and expertise from business meetings and
learn directly from older and more experienced people in the
industry, which will only help it to grow in the future. Gary told
me later that after chatting with Terry, he had a great idea for
IAM to encourage more moving companies to bring younger
members of staff next year.
Gary and I then proceeded to the Opening Reception, where
I soon realized that business and conventions are synonymous
with alcohol. Although due to my age I was unable to drink, in a
way I think it has benefited me to see the experience through not
only fresh eyes but sober ones. My feet were sore every day and
Gary was right when he advised me not to take six-inch heels

Milly Dale with Jennifer Sloan (European Relocation Services, France)

and that I would be more comfortable with flatter shoes. We had
breakfast meetings at eight, coffee meetings, lunch meetings
right through to dinnertime, and went out most evenings with
many agents and friends from around the world. It made me
think that politicians could run the world better if they took a cue
from the relationships that movers have established between the
countries.
I was also surprised to discover how many organizations
were familiar with our company and how many people Gary
actually knew, as well; a number of attendees asked about colleagues back at the office. It made the world seem strangely
smaller than I had imagined.
Overall, I enjoyed my experience at both conventions in
Orlando—particularly the networking aspect. Even if I was a
little apprehensive to begin with, I have strengthened my skills
at building relationships. I believe that forging these partnerships
will be critical to the global industry continuing forward. I am
truly grateful to all of the amazing people I met at the convention
who all made me feel so comfortable. I am grateful that Gary
and Chris gave me the amazing opportunity to attend on behalf
of Burke Bros and for always believing in me.
Now, all I have to do is build the relationships and tonnage
between our agents if I am to get the same chance next year in
San Diego.

IAM 52nd Annual Meeting Exhibitors

“This has been a wonderful opportunity to
meet so many in the professional relocation
industry.”
—Andrea Woolfe,
Air Animal

“It has been very interesting
and productive for us.”
—Benjamin Ohemeng,
Carloking Services

THANK YOU TO
OUR SPONSORS
GOLD

AGS Frasers Angola
Enterprise Database Corporation
Gosselin Group N.V.
The Pasha Group
Total Military Management

SILVER

Dewitt Companies Ltd. LLC
EuroGroup International Movers LTD
Flatrate International
Globalink Logistics Group (HQ)
Gridiron Forwarding Co., Inc.
International Wood Industries Inc.
Isaac’s Moving and Storage
Moveware Pty Ltd.
National Van Lines Inc.
Republic Moving and Storage Company
Schenker Deutschland AG
Sofrapack
UniGroup Relocation Network
Universal Relocations India Pvt Ltd
Victory Packaging Inc.
Zuhal Pack International W.L.L.

BRONZE

ABC Cargo Logistic S.A.S
Air Animal Pet Movers
Custom Movers Services
DAS Global Services
Daycos
E-Movers L.L.C
Freight Systems International, Inc.
GRIP Inc. (aka PricePoint)
Horizon Lines LLC
IGL Relocation (Div. of Interport Global Logistics Pvt.)
iMoveGREEN, LLC
Jordanian Coast Cargo Services
La Rosa Del Monte - Worldwide Movers
Les Gentlemen Du Demenagement
Marine Lumber Company
Metro Claims Relocation & Restoration Service
Move4u Web Solutions
MoveHub (Best Global Movers)
New Haven Moving Equipment Corp.
Rainier Overseas Movers Inc.
Schumacher Cargo Logistics, Inc.
Sea and Air International Inc.
Security International
Shipco Transport
T & T Services International, srl
Vanpac GroupAsia Pte Ltd

IAM CONNECT LOUNGE – TECHNOLOGY CENTER | Worldwide Movers Uganda Limited
HOTEL KEY CARD | Arrowpak International
CONFERENCE TOTE BAG | The Pasha Group
CONFERENCE LANYARD | National Van Lines
ANNUAL MEETING MOBILE APP
AGS Frasers Angola | Grace International Removals
International Shippers Association (ISA)

“It has been a great experience. This is the
first time we exhibited. I am sure we will
have more business as a result of exhibiting
here. It is a stepping-stone for growth for
us.”
—Rajesh K, Chandra Exim Pt.

“This is a great exhibit to
network and make contacts
from all around the world.
It has helped us gain exposure and new
business with clients for the past five
years.”
—Kamaruddin A. Baker, Elite Shipping

“The 2014 IAM Conference was an
excellent way to connect with the people
we work with throughout the year and
not just the agents. It was also a great
opportunity to make a record number of
new contacts, which will no doubt help us
in the expansion of our offerings.”
—Jennifer Patrick, The EUROGROUP
International Movers

“It has been a wonderful experience. It
keeps getting better and better. Terry Head
has done a great job and cares about the
exhibitors.”
—John Meehan, Flora & Fauna
Customhouse Brokerage Co., Inc.

“What a great conference—it was brilliant
to meet up with so many friends, old and
new.”
—Franciele Schenatto,
Excess International Movers

“Wow, what a great conference—busy,
exciting, and meeting so many colleagues
from all over the world is really inspiring.”
—Anne Van Gils,
Gosselin Group N.V.

“I’m a tech advocate, but the
IAM convention provides the
invaluable opportunity for
real face-to-face connection with global
colleagues. There’s no app for that.”
—Ryan Keintz, GRIP Inc.

“This year the attendance has been really
great, one of the most productive years
we have ever had. It’s great to see all the
young people getting involved, and I’m
excited to be part of it every year.”
—Jim Boswell,
International Wood Products

“It provides an incredible atmosphere with
colleagues and friends.”
—Benito Rodriguez,
La Rosa Del Monte Worldwide Movers

We’re
always open!

IAMSOCIALCAFÉ

What can you do in the IAM Social Café?
• Build an individual profile with a photo or import your
LinkedIn profile with just a few clicks. It’s that easy!
• Join a discussion to share best practices, talk about
industry issues, or post a message about… whatever is
on your mind.
• Follow the blogs of IAM staff, including President Terry
Head and Chuck White, Director of Government &
Military Relations. Be the first to know breaking IAM
news!

How do you access the IAM Social Café?
• If you already have an IAM username
and password, login at
http://socialcafe.iamovers.org.
• If you don’t have a username and
password, contact Membership@
IAMovers.org and we will set one up
for you. It’s that easy!

What do you do next in the IAM Social Café?
• Complete your profile. Fill in the online form and be sure to upload your photo – your IAM
Social Café friends will then know you by name AND face at the next IAM Annual Meeting!
• Explore the community. Find IAM friends and colleagues in the Social Café directory and
add them as contacts, read posts in the community and blogs from IAM staff.
• Post a message. Got a question? Your colleagues may have the answer! Click Post a
Message to send a question or discussion starter to your colleagues around the world.

Access through www.IAMovers.org or http://socialcafe.iamovers.org

“It was an amazing event for us in terms
of inquiry. I honestly did not have a dull
moment during the four days.”
—Ramiro Quiros, Moveware

“The IAM show for our
company is the best event to
attend in the industry. We have
a chance to meet old and new
customers and the experience is always
great.”
—Gary Rappaport,
New Haven Moving Equipment

“The venue is very spacious
this year. We have been
coming to IAM for 20 years,
and exhibited for eight years.
We’ve seen a lot more people visiting the
booth this year. The lunch was a very good
idea—it’s been a wonderful meeting.”
—Natasha Tavoukjian,
Orbit/Orphee Beinoglou Group

“We’ve done a lot of trade
shows. This has probably
been one of the most
productive in terms of people
interested and focused on what the show
is about. IAM has done a great job of
getting people into the exhibit hall, with the
lunches and coffees. It is nice to feel that
you as an exhibitor are welcome.”
—Michael Levine,
Paige Packaging, Inc.

“I enjoy the camaraderie, and seeing old
friends we have met in past years.”
—Sam Fischel
Prime Transport

“It’s something that I look forward to every
year. It gives me a chance to meet all my
friends and colleagues.”
—Aakanksha Bhargava
P.M. Relocations Pvt. Ltd.

“This time around it was a
great venue. The setup and
layout and having everything
under one roof—one hotel
with very easy access to the exhibit hall—
it is the only way to attract exhibitors. This
is perfect.”
—Yaniv Risman,
Sea & Air International, Inc.

“We are happy to be here supporting our
customers and look forward to expanding
our services with the launch of our new
vessel, the Marjorie C, next year.”
—Ken Nishida, The Pasha Group

“It has been great for us.
It’s our third time here, the
second time with a booth. It’s been very
enjoyable, increasing our partnerships, and
a great opportunity to see people we have
been doing business with and present our
services, our faces, as well as work and
have fun.”
—Miguel Fernandes,
Tucuruvi Mandancas E Transportes Ltda.

See you next year in San Diego!
IAM 53rd Annual Meeting
October 18–21, 2015

Scenes from the Exhibit Hall

CMMB OUTLOOK
’Tis the Season … to Look Ahead
By Jackie Agner, IAM Core Members Representative

E

very year when the holidays end, I’m sad. The shopping, the
gift giving, the parties, the joy of the season is over. I find
myself slowly slipping into a small funk as reality sets in. It’s a
new year, and always my first thoughts go to tax season—just
the thing to put a damper on what’s left of one’s yuletide cheer.
I share this with you because every year when the convention
ends, I’m sad, just as I am after the holidays. Now, I’m sure
some of you will not be able to relate to my end-of-season blahs,
but I know many of you are already looking forward to next year
in San Diego. I certainly am!
Once a year I have the opportunity to reunite and raise a
bubbly with friends and industry comrades I have known for
years. Every year I learn something from someone or from
something shared at the convention by IAM.
This year was no exception. I was a little nervous this time
because we had so many changes on the Core Membership
Management Board. I was excited about the new board members
but sad to lose those who had left the board. To me it’s kind of
like when I go to Washington, D.C., and stand at the Lincoln
Memorial—I want to burst into song about America. Likewise,
each year, when I conduct the Leadership Breakfast on the first

morning of the Annual Meeting, I feel like launching into a chorus of “We Are Family” is in order.
Each year new opportunities and responsibilities pull current
board members away from us, but when they move on to other
challenges, successors are appointed, ready to take up the torch.
Change is always good, so now we are about to chart some new
history with several new CMMB members. This year I was excited to introduce our new global family members: Alvaro Stein
of Chili, Aakanksha Bhargave (that was a hard one for me to
learn to pronounce) of India; Aivars Usans of Latvia; and our
newest appointment, Rebecca Parker of Hawaii.
I would be remiss if I didn’t acknowledge the many contributions of our past and present Core Membership Management
Board members, who have served us with distinction. All are
highly respected, and accomplished in their own right. I am
looking forward to another year and—I trust—great accomplishments on our part for IAM. Given the opportunity please
welcome our newest CMMB members.
See you all next year in San Diego—the birthplace of sunny
California!

www.iam-yp.org

IAM-YP Takes Another Big Step Forward

S

ince August 1, our organization has welcomed 60 new
members, and nearly 200 IAM-YPs attended the IAM 52nd
Annual Meeting. This increase in membership and conference
participation demonstrates the strength of the IAM-YP group
and its evolution into the voice of the next generation within the
Association. IAM’s Annual Meeting is an opportunity for YPs to
discuss business, build relationships, and identify ways they can
contribute to the growth of the Association and the industry.
We encourage all new members to join the IAM-YP Social
Café community and the IAM-YP Facebook page. Feel to
write a small biography for the Facebook page, and share your
thoughts on how your company may be able to conduct business
with other YPs.
If you have any questions please e-mail Ayana Singhateh
(ayana.singhateh@iamovers.org).
IAM-YP Elects New Leaders
Catherina Stier of Inter S&R and Maria Andrea Rodriguez
of ABC Cargo Logistic S.A.S. were elected IAM-YP chair
and vice-chair, respectively. Their term began on November 1,
2014, and will run until October 31, 2015.
Teambuilding and networking
The IAM-YP program again provided the valuable networking
opportunities that our members have come to expect. On the
opening day of the conference, the YPs kicked off the conference with a teambuilding event at the Orlando Kart Center. Participants had a unique opportunity to enjoy the outdoor racetrack
and take advantage of a great networking experience. Congratulations to Stephan Guerts, Sascha Graaf and Brian Goldstein
for making top three!
We are grateful to CMI–California Multimodal LLC,
our teambuilding event sponsor, for supporting our activities at
the Orlando Kart Center.
Later that day, the YPs officially kicked the Annual Meeting
off with their Welcome Reception, where old and new members
gathered to kick back and enjoy some time together. The reception was held in a meeting area reserved exclusively for YPs to
connect, reconnect and network.
IAM-YP Annual Membership Meeting
The next day, the YPs met for their Annual Membership Meeting. IAM President Terry Head opened the meeting to recognize
Brian Goldstein for his outstanding leadership and service
to the YPs for the past two years as its chairperson. Mr. Head
presented him with a plaque commemorating his hard work and
success.

IAM President Terry R. Head (right) presented Brian Goldstein a
plaque recognizing his exceptional leadership of IAM-YP.

Goldstein reported that the organization has been exploring a proposal to restructure the IAM-YP Management Board in
order to provide additional leadership opportunities for YPs and
to more closely align it with the structure of the IAM Executive
Committee.
Mentor Match meetup
IAM held an event to further introduce the IAM Mentor Match
program and to encourage members to start using the Mentor
Match tool to aid their professional development and give back
to the Association community. A diverse cross-section of members attended the gathering to learn more about the program and
network with potential mentoring connections.
For more information and to view a video about Mentor
Match, go to the IAM website (www.iamovers.org), and click
Mentor Match under the Affiliate Groups menu. To enroll as
a mentor or protégé, access the IAM Social Café from the IAM
website.
IAM-YP social mixer
Later that day, the YPs met up at the ICEBAR for their annual
social mixer tradition. It was a perfect occasion to unwind and
relax with friends and colleagues.
If you were unable to attend this year, we missed you! But
as we look ahead to the 53rd IAM Annual Meeting next year in
San Diego, California, we will continue to fine-tune YP-oriented
events and initiatives for your benefit.

Going to University?
Apply to IAM for tuition assistance anywhere in the world!
Scholarship applications are now being accepted from qualified individuals
enrolled at an accredited college or university worldwide.
The Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund awards
scholarships to assist the employees of IAM member
companies and their dependents with college tuition.
This benefit is also available to Student Members of IAM.
The deadline for submitting applications is May 1.
Supporting documents are required, so start early.
All application materials must be submitted together.
The AFWSF board selects recipients based on the merit of
each applicant. For more information on eligibility, requirements,
and application instructions, go to
www.IAMovers.org – click on Affiliate Groups

SCHOLASTIC ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM CONTRIBUTORS
The Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund is the cornerstone of the IAM Scholastic Assistance Program, which is aimed at promoting and
supporting individuals in higher education related to the areas of transportation and logistics. Donations (by major annual giving levels) to
the Fund received during the last 12 months are as follows:
Platinum ($5,000 or more)
AARE Logistics, LLC
(in memory of Ken Garrison and
Chuck Fuller)
Deseret Forwarding International
Dewitt Companies
(in memory of Richard Dewitt)
National Forwarding Co., Inc.
Gold ($2,500–$4,999)
Cartwright International
Van Lines, Inc.
Crown Worldwide Holdings
(in memory of Jim Thompson Sr.)
*Crystal Forwarding, Inc.
Daycos, Inc.
Executive Relocation
International, Inc.
Paxton International
Republic Moving and Storage Company
Roiatti Srl, Italy
(in memory of Alessio Prosdocimo)
Royal Hawaiian Movers, Inc.
Tri Star Freight Systens, Inc.
Silver ($1,000–$2,499)
Aloha Worldwide Forwarders, Inc.
Approved Forwarders, Inc.
(in memory of Richard Dewitt)

Atlas World Group
Classic Forwarding, Inc.
Coleman World Group
Customs Movers Services
Executive Moving Systems Inc.
*Foremost Forwarders, Inc.
Gateways International, Inc.
Gridiron Forwarding Co., Inc.
Jet Forwarding, Inc.
(in memory of George Pasha III)
Morrissette Family Foundation
Pac Global Insurance Brokerage
Southwest Port Services, Inc.
Stevens Forwarders, Inc.
The Pasha Group
*Trans-Atlantic American
Flag Liners Operators
True North Relocation, LLC
Victory Van International
Westpac International, Inc.
Bronze ($500–$999)
Aloha International Moving Services, Inc.
*"B" Transfer, Inc.
(in memory of George W. Pasha III)
R.D. Simmons & Associates, Inc.

Richard and Judith Curry
(in memory of Cal Stein)
Royal Alaskan Movers, LLD
(in memory of Richard Dewitt)
Total Military Management, Inc.
In Kind or Other
*A&W Transportation Services, Inc.
Ace Relocation Systems
Albert Moving & Storage
Anonymous
*Linda Bluel
*California Multimodal LLC
Canal Movers & Logistics
Customs Clearance International, Inc.
Darwish Logistics
De La Fuente International Movers
*Econocaribe
Euro-Asia-US International
Services, Inc.
Graebel Movers International, Inc.
M.I.D. Moving & Storage, Inc.
*Suddath Government Services
*Suddath International
*True North Relocation, LLC
Twin Oaks Moving Co., Inc.

*Denotes contributions made since the previous issue of The Portal was published.

Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund

5904 Richmond Highway, Suite 404 • Alexandria, VA 22303 • Phone: (703) 317-9950 • Fax: (703) 317-9960
The Board of Directors of the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund urges you to consider a contribution or donation to the Scholarship
Fund as part of your year-end tax strategy or as you formulate your company budget. Please advise your employees that scholarships are
available to qualified candidates of any IAM company worldwide. For further information, visit www.IAMovers.org > Affiliate Groups.

PORTAL TO ASIA
IAM Opens a Portal to Asia
By Brian Limperopulos, IAM Director, Programs

I

AM is pleased to announce that we have
established a Portal to Asia—a presence in Asia and the Pacific Rim in order
to better serve current members, as well
as identify prospective members in that
important region.
Although Europe still has the highest
concentration of IAM members outside
the United States, Asia is where we have
experienced the greatest level of growth
during the past few years. It is also where
we see growth potential going forward.
Therefore, it makes sense to have a presence there to better support that expanding
segment of the membership base.
To address this new dynamic, the
Association has entered into a professional
services agreement with Rob Faraone,
who will be based in Singapore and serve
as IAM’s Regional Relations Liaison for
Asia. Faraone is an experienced moving
and relocation industry veteran who is not
only well versed in the Asian cultures but
knows many of IAM’s members in the
region.
Now semi-retired, he has worked
more than 30 years in the household goods
industry, mostly in Asia but with two U.S.
stints during that period. He began as a
Crown Pacific expat hire in 1973 to set up
and establish the operation as well as build
a warehouse. His success led to promotion
to a regional role in Singapore, followed
by a unique capital equipment venture
in Hong Kong with Jim Thompson of
Crown.
Faraone spent most of the 1980s as
Global Van Lines’ Southeast Asia vice
president and Singapore country manager.
The Anaheim, California-based mover, an
early pioneer in Asia, was later acquired
by Santa Fe.

Rob Faraone, left,
chats with IAM’s Brian
Limperopulos during
the Annual Meeting in
Orlando.

When an opportunity to become
an owner emerged, Faraone moved to
the Washington, D.C., area to co-found
Ambassador International. The company
and warehouse near Dulles International
Airport were sold later to Interstate.
He was recruited by what is now
Asian Tigers to serve as country manager
in Philippines. He helped consolidate the
physical operations and later to establish a
movers association in that country.
In 2000, when Allied Pickfords
sought to increase its footprint using the
franchise model, it hired Faraone, who set
up 11 franchises from Egypt to Indonesia.
The objectives of the Portal to Asia
initiative are to:
• provide information on potential
membership leads and examine new
member applications from the Asian
region;
• identify potential leaders in the region
and integrate them into the IAM volunteer leadership structure;
• work with interested companies in

the regions to establish chapters (this
would be primarily to create a cooperative industry presence in the Asian
Region, sub-regions of Asia, or Asian
countries for industry advocacy and
lobbying purposes);
• provide more timely information to
members and collect pertinent information for IAM to distribute to its
global membership; and
• assist in planning regional meetings
and explore the viability of a potential
IAM Annual Meeting in Asia.
If this venture is successful and meets
its targeted objectives, IAM has plans to
establish similar positions in other parts of
the world.
Editor’s note: Beginning with the JanuaryFebruary 2015 issue, The Portal will carry
Rob Faraone’s column, “Portal to Asia,”
which will focus on the unique challenges
and opportunities of conducting business
in East Asia and the Pacific Rim.

MOVERS DOING GOOD
IAM Supports Fight against Ebola

A

s groups like the World Health Organization and UNICEF
have made clear, logistics expertise and muscle are critical
to mounting an effective response to the devastating outbreak of
Ebola in West Africa. A number of organizations in the logistics and transportation field, including IAM and its members,
are answering that call, volunteering their time, expertise, and
services to help stop the spread of the deadly disease. Here are a
few examples:
• The American Logistics Aid Network (ALAN) is coordinating delivery of critical supplies to West Africa. According to ALAN Executive Director Kathy Fulton, health
professionals and volunteers there need personal protective
equipment (PPE), but restocking such items is difficult
because borders are closed, and many commercial carriers
have stopped service to the affected countries. Working with
other logistics-focused nonprofit partners, ALAN is assisting
nonprofits that are donating PPEs to the Ministries of Health
in the affected countries. Airlifts have transported more than
300,000 pounds of supplies to Liberia and Sierra Leone,
with another 350,000 pounds scheduled. ALAN, a 501(c)(3)

•

•

nonprofit organization, is seeking financial donations to support the Ebola response. You can make online contributions
at www.ALANAid.org. The group is also seeking in-kind
support, including transportation and warehousing. If you
can help, contact Fulton at Kathy@ALANAid.org.
UPS has allocated emergency funding for the World Food
Programme to support the group’s “global logistics cluster”
operations in West Africa. The carrier also handled a charter
flight for UNICEF and is providing ongoing air, ocean, and
ground support for the U.S. Centers for Disease Control,
Medshare, Africare, and other nonprofit organizations.
The Air Force Medical Operations Agency (AFMOA) is
using Port San Antonio (Texas) and the adjacent Kelly Field
as a logistics center to support African nations affected by
Ebola. Supplies, which include mobile hospitals, are loaded
onto military cargo aircraft. A video produced by the USAF
502nd Air Base Wing (www.portsanantonio.us) shows how
it’s done.
SOURCE: www.dvelocity.com

Fighting Cancer at Reason Global

R

eason Global Insurance recently entered into a corporate agreement with Macmillan Cancer Support as the
company’s adopted charity. Having witnessed the good work
Macmillan has done in recent years, the company considered it
appropriate to dedicate its charitable efforts toward the organization, which is recognized worldwide for its efforts to help cancer
patients and their families.
Sarah Coxhill, the fundraising manager for Macmillan
Cancer Support, noted that a partnership with Reason Global
means more than just much-needed funds for the charity; it also
raises awareness for the cause. “Although we’re a large charity
we have a very big message to get out regarding the depth and
breadth of our services available to anyone affected by cancer,”
she said. The charity’s mission is to ensure that nobody faces
cancer alone. “We couldn’t do it without the support of companies who offer their support on every level. We are truly thrilled
to be working with these guys who are leading the way within
their sector and hopefully inspiring others to lend their support to
Macmillan.”
Malcolm Pearson of Reason Global said the company supports a number of charities throughout the year but was pleased
that the company had adopted Macmillan Cancer Support as its
core charity. “This is an organization that is very close to our
hearts,” he said. “It deserves our support and we will be doing all
we can to help.”

Malcolm
Pearson
of Reason
Global and
Sarah Coxhill
of Macmillan
Cancer Support

Global said it would raise funds at its stand during the
Movers and Storers Show at Silverstone in October as part of its
year-long charity drive.

Some of the dozen UniGroup employees who donated blood in
September

Blood Drive, Children’s Charity Win
UniGroup Support in Hong Kong

the 12 blood donors. “This is a great cause and I am happy to be
here with my other colleagues.”
UniGroup Relocation Hong Kong also recently turned out
for the 2014 Swire Properties Corporate Touch Rugby Tournament. The main goal of the event was to help raise funds for the
Changing Young Lives Foundation, a charity formally known as
Save the Children Hong Kong. With a mixed team of men and
women, including Business Services Manager Derek Ma, the
players managed to come through the first brackets unbeaten.
With those exciting back-to-back wins, the company qualified at the top of its group and advanced to the cup semifinals.
During the semifinals, the UniGroup players faced a well-practiced team from Profile Asia, one of the pre-tournament favorites. Despite going down 5–3, UniGroup fought its way back and
prevailed 5–6 at the final whistle, moving on to the final bracket.
Their final opponent was the home team from Swire Properties.
Looking unbeatable in the lead-up to the final, the UniGroup
team stuck to its game plan and defended strongly. That strategy
paid off, and they managed to win the final 4–3 and take home
the cup again.

UniGroup Relocation Hong Kong employees participated
in a blood donation drive organized in September by the Hong
Kong Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service as part of its commitment to corporate social responsibility.
“I have been donating blood for a few years and this is my
fifth time,” said Customer Service Coordinator Laura Ho, one of

UniGroup’s rugby team basks in the glory of a hard-fought win in
a rugby tournament benefiting a children’s charity.

Isaac’s mover receives direction from Edwin Webber, Greenfest
site director.
Greenfest founder Dr. Karen Webber introduces Isaac’s General
Manager Jon Dalzell (right) to John Dalzell (no relation) from
Boston’s Planning and Development Office.

Isaac’s Supports Boston Greenfest

I

saac’s Moving and Storage donated its services to the
7th Annual Boston Greenfest August 15–17 at the Boston City
Hall Plaza. Seven years ago the founder of Boston Greenfest,
Dr. Karen Webber, reached out to Isaac’s General Manager Jon
Dalzell for some help with storage, and the rest is history. Ever
since then, Isaac’s has donated movers, trucks, storage and mobile storage from its sister company, Doorstep Storage. Isaac’s
moving trucks and movers have become a familiar sight on
Boston’s City Plaza throughout the festival, providing services
ranging from helping Greenfest participants set up their booths
to putting up massive tents and basically doing anything else that
is asked of them.
“Boston Greenfest would not be possible if not for the
generosity of Isaac’s Moving and Storage,” said Dr. Webber at
this year’s festival. “The Isaacs movers have been an incredible
help to all of us here and I have no idea what I would do without
them. The movers come here and simply look for anything they
can possibly do to help and they do it with smiles on their faces.”
Boston Greenfest is filled with hundreds of displays ranging
from how to save water when growing vegetables to BMW’s

Jon Dalzell (far right) with the Isaac’s team of movers, ready to
get to tackle whatever tasks await them.

Isaac’s movers are ready to provide more than just moving services

newest electric car. There is something for everyone, young and
old, and Isaac’s has been an integral part of the Boston Greenfest’s success, including this year’s record-breaking number of
visitors—more than 100,000 this year. Participants at the festival
were given free access to the mobile Doorstep Storage vaults
during the evening to protect and safeguard their valuables.
“We are proud to be part of the success of the Boston Greenfest and it is very gratifying for all us here at Isaac’s to be part
of such a wonderful cause,” said Dalzell. “Boston is a great city,
and the Boston Greenfest is trying to make the city even better
for all of its citizens. It is a great event and we look forward to
being part of it for many years to come.”

Isaac’s moving trucks are a familiar sight at Boston City Hall
Plaza.

Residents of a homeless shelter in Thailand received food and needed consumer goods from Boonma.

Boonma Generosity Cheers
400 Homeless in Thailand

O

n August 30, management and staff of Boonma Group
organized a fun day as a charity event for the less fortunate
at Thanyaburi Housing & Homeless Shelter, Phathumthani Province, Thailand.
The group has donated large assortments of consumer goods
and conducted various activities such as preparing local Thai
fare such as pad Thai and orange juice beverages for more than
400 homeless individuals. In return, those guests performed a
thank-you song as an expression of appreciation and gratitude.
Boonma organizes such events every month as part of its commitment to social responsibility.
“We are also very glad to make them happy for another day
and see them smile,” said Boonma Executive Director Tiddy S.
Teerawit. “It is really more blessed to give than to receive.”

Shelter residents enjoyed a feast provided by Boonma.

Voerman Donations to Food Banks Feed the Hungry in Holland

W

hen people move to a new home, they often throw out perfectly fine food, because they do not want to take it with
them—such a waste. So moving company Voerman International
contacted the Dutch national umbrella organization for food
banks and suggested they work together.
The concept is simple: All Voerman International customers
are offered a food box in which to put nonperishable food items
they do not want to take with them. On the day of their move
to a new home, Voerman will pick up the food box and deliver
it to the food bank organization. Everyone benefits: Voerman’s

customers can stop worrying about leftover food, less food is
wasted, and the food banks have a trusted partner to help them
do their work—feed the hungry.
An increasing number of people in The Netherlands are
having difficulty making ends meet. Food banks support them by
offering a package with basic food items (for example, rice and
pasta, canned fruit and vegetables) once a week. Some 150 food
banks are now a member of the Dutch umbrella group. Together
they offer 35,000 households (85,000 people) a helping hand.
Their continued support is crucial for families living in poverty.

PMR CSR Supports Clean India Campaign

I

n support of the nationwide Clean India campaign, P.M.
Relocations Pvt Ltd began a cleanliness drive from the
head office in Gurgaon, India, on October 1, a day before the
initiative’s official launch by Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. The drive, aimed at promoting the practice of cleanliness
within the organization and country, was initiated under PMR’s
corporate social responsibility (CSR) program.
Company CEO and IAM-YP member Aakanksha Bhargava
and her team offered their hands to support the Prime Minister’s
vision to create a clean India. “It’s an ambitious initiative which
the country has long ignored—now is the time to act,” Bhargava
said. PMR employees, from top management to the lower level
employees, picked up brooms and dustbins to clean the pavement and road surrounding the office space in Gurgaon.
To fulfill Mahatma Gandhi’s dream of a clean and healthy
India, Modi pledged to create a “clean India” by the year 2019,
which marks the 150th birth of Gandhi, also known as the father
of the nation. Modi kicked off the biggest-ever mass movement
integrating billions of Indians to support the Clean India mission.
The man himself pitched in, urging individuals to be part of the
movement. All corporations in India joined the campaign and
extended their support. Many industrial houses and corporations
contributed by addressing the sanitation problem, pledging to
install toilets in rural Indian communities. A number of eminent
personalities and corporate executives wielded brooms to clean
the roads and surrounding areas.

Management as well as operations staff at P.M. Relocations demonstrate their support for India’s Clean India campaign.

“Cleaning the country cannot be the sole responsibility of
sanitation workers,” Bhargava said. “Every individual has a role
to play. Therefore, we have to change the mindset of people and
initiate the process for a cleaner India.”

MILITARY/GOVERNMENT UPDATE
IAM Annual Meeting Government Recap
By Charles L White, CAE, Director of Government & Military Relations

W

ith more than 1,700 attendees,
IAM’s 52nd Annual Meeting in
Orlando, Florida, was a huge success
by any measure. Moreover, IAM saw
a resurgence in the physical attendance
of U.S. government and military representatives at the meeting. Very few U.S.
government representatives were able
to attend the 2013 gathering in person,
primarily because of budget restrictions.
That necessitated using Skype in order to
achieve their participation in the program
at all. It was great to welcome them back
to our meeting this year.
Three representatives each from the
U.S. Department of Defense’s (DoD)
Surface Deployment and Distribution
Command (SDDC) and the DPS Program
Management Office (PMO) were in attendance this year. Representatives from the
U.S. Army, Navy and Air Force Military
Claims Offices were also able to join us.
U.S. civilian agencies were also in attendance, including representatives from
the U.S. Department of State, the Federal
Maritime Commission (FMC) and the
Government Services Administration’s
(GSA) Audit Division.
Not only did the government attendees take part in the formal event schedule, they made themselves available to
interact with the membership throughout
the entire meeting. Numerous attendees
commented that the informal one-on-one
time they spent with the government attendees was even more valuable to them
than the time they spent in the regular
sessions.
As usual, all of the government and
military panels were some of the most
well attended education sessions. The
Claims Panel, the Military & Government Affairs Panel and the Special Session were all filled almost to capacity.
Many critical topics were discussed
throughout the conference. While no
definitive decisions came out of the conversations, we believe that the govern-

ment attendees came away with a better
understanding of the issues and that many
concrete decisions will be forthcoming.
The following were just some of the
topics discussed with the government
representatives:
• Port issues facing the industry
• Problems with timeliness of TDL
releases, underscoring the need for
greater transparency and visibility
• Alcohol in international shipments
• New rate filing module being introduced in December
• Entire conversion to member’s expense process, payment for delivery
out
• Transit times review, both international and domestic, and why we feel
this is necessary at this time
• PII/customs
• International fuel surcharge
• Mold and mildew issues
• DPS outages when overseas operations are open
• Many rules changes/program adjustments that are focused on domestic

•
•
•
•

program but without having consideration for effect on the international
market
Open Season in 2014? 2015?
Base access
Unlimited refusals year-round
GSA audit criteria

These and other topics were discussed or debated with the government.
representatives. IAM will continue to follow up on these issues, and based on the
dialog that took place during the Annual
Meeting we hope to have decisions and
closure on a number of them very soon.
The next opportunity to discuss these
and other issues with the key U.S. military and government representatives will
be the all-day Personal Property Forum
(PPF) on November 18, 2014, at the Four
Points Sheraton in Fairview Heights, Illinois. This forum will be preceded by an
industry-only meeting sponsored jointly
by IAM and the American Moving &
Storage Association on Monday, November 17, at the same location.

Coming Up in The Portal in 2015
January/February:
IAM Portal to East and Southeast Asia
March/April:
Relocation & Destination Services:
Getting Your Customers There Is Just Half the Job
May/June:
Those Are the Breaks: IAM Members Who Make Your Customers
Whole [A Focus on Insurance and Risk Management Services]
July/August:
Movers Doing Good: Caring, Community, & Corporate Responsibility
September/October (annual meeting issue):
Packing & Crating: Thinking Inside the Box
Watch your inbox for ePortals with guidelines for submitting articles for
each of these upcoming issues. If you’re not an ePortal subscriber, e-mail
janet.seely@iamovers.org and ask to be added to the distribution list.

TECHNOTES
Going Green: Is There an App for That?
By Ramiro Quiros, Director for the Americas, MoveWare

D

o you feel the pressure yet from your clients, employees or
even yourself, for your company to be more environmentally friendly?
While the green movement may have begun seemingly as
a politically correct twist on a marketing strategy employed by
some companies, being green today is truly something that is
(or should be) on every business owner’s mind. According to a
recent study released by a major online media outlet, more than
half of global consumers (53 percent) said they prefer to purchase products and services from a company with a strong environmental reputation, and an outstanding 87 percent indicated
they are concerned about the environment in general. What’s
more, 80 percent of those consumers let that knowledge guide
their purchasing decisions, and that figure is rising. So, how does
your company stack up to this new reality?
Unfortunately for business owners, another recent study
found only 45 percent of consumers were willing to pay a higher
price for services or products from a socially responsible corporation. While this number is also rising, it does mean that for the
most part companies today need to find a way to be eco-friendly,
without charging a premium for their good intentions.
The good news is that achieving a green credential without
increasing costs is not impossible, and in fact it is within easy
reach. Furthermore, in most cases you will find that employing
some of these techniques will actually save you money, creating
a win-win-win scenario.
There are many things a moving company can do to attain
these goals—for example, selling recycled packing materials
rather than paying to discard them. Here, however, we primarily are interested in the ways software can help you satisfy your
clients’ demands for a greener service while keeping your costs
down. Here are some quick ideas:
• First, consider what is probably the most obvious option out
there: going paperless. The environmental impact of doing
so is easy to convey to your clients and the cost savings are

•

•

also very tangible and easy to measure. Other intangibles to
consider include increased data security, efficient data flow
and accountability. You should demand from your software
provider the option of going paperless!
Efficient use of resources is a big green credential with an
impressive cost-saving result. Your software should enable
you to maximize cargo consolidation, utilization of resources, even booking appointments more efficiently so your
sales reps are not aimlessly wasting fuel crisscrossing the
city from survey to survey. There is much we could group
under this category, like efficient management of packing
materials use, better use of office equipment and hardware
and properly measuring your ROI so maybe you don’t need
to fly to 10 conventions this year when you find out 80
percent of your business is generated in one yearly event. In
short, an increased efficiency in any aspect of the business
will yield both cost savings and a greener process.
Ever wondered what is your company’s biggest carbon
footprint source is? In most cases the answer is employee
commuting, which contributes on average about 50 percent
of a company’s total carbon emissions. Know what the
second largest source is? Electricity use in the office. What
if there was a solution that could help you reduce both at the
same time, and also lower costs? Offering work-from-home
privileges for employees certain days of the week is a strategy many companies are using. Before you discard the idea
because you think it wouldn’t work for a moving company,
you may want to ask around. You will be surprised to hear
how many success stories there are in our industry alone.

These are just a few quick examples of how we believe software can help you achieve a greener status. The reality, however,
is that this is an area where innovation and creativity are the
primary factors. We would welcome the opportunity to help you
implement any of these ideas in your company.

Mentor Match is an online networking and
career development tool aimed at
helping employees of all ages and at all levels
grow professionally through mentoring
relationships with other IAM members.

Become a Mentor: Share your particular learning,
experience and perspective on the industry to help
others expand their knowledge and reach their
professional goals.
Become a Protégé: Improve your skills and
competency, and learn new strategies and
techniques that are relevant to growth in your
area of interest.

Special Features of the IAM Mentor Match
•

Create a unique profile online detailing
professional skills or expertise you could
share as a mentor or benefit from as a
protégé.

•

Choose preferences such language,
geographical region, and how you’d like to
connect – online, email, phone, or in person.

•

Search the database to find mentors or
protégés that most closely match your
criteria.

•

Participate with others in discussion forums
on mentoring topics, and find helpful
mentoring resources online.

•

Help improve the program by providing
confidential feedback through a Mentor
Match survey.

Visit the IAM Social Café for more information

socialcafe.iamovers.org/aboutmentormatch
(For a Social Café login, email membership@iamovers.org)

EXECUTIVE SUITE
Study: Nearly Two-Thirds of Workers Globally
Would Take Job Abroad

T

he United States, UK and Canada are the most popular employment destinations, according to a worldwide survey of
more than 200,000 job seekers.
Almost two in every three job seekers globally say they
would be willing to move abroad for work—a startlingly high
proportion that says a lot about the evolving marketplace for talent, according to a new study by The Boston Consulting Group
(BCG), one of the world’s leading management consultancies,
and The Network, a global alliance of more than 50 leading
recruitment websites.
The proportion of people willing to work abroad is particularly high in countries that are still developing economically or
are experiencing political instability. But there is also a very high
willingness to work abroad in some countries that don’t have
these challenges. For example, more than 75 percent of survey
respondents in Switzerland, more than 80 percent of respondents
in Australia, and more than 90 percent of respondents in The
Netherlands say they would consider moving to another country for work, according to the report, Decoding Global Talent:
200,000 Survey Responses on Global Mobility and Employment
Preferences.
BCG and The Network surveyed job seekers in 189 countries to learn what factors motivate them and which countries
they would consider moving to. The study partners also conducted in-depth interviews with more than 50 survey takers,
including engineers, medical researchers, project managers, and
government workers. These interviews bring a human dimension to the numbers and offer an additional window into what
workers today are looking for, including the 64 percent who say
they would be willing to pull up stakes and start fresh in a new
country.

“It’s a world in which the geographic barriers to employment are coming down, including in the minds of some of the
most talented and highly educated workers,” says Rainer Strack,
a BCG senior partner and one of the report’s four coauthors.
“This is opening up significant opportunities for individuals and
for the many countries and multinational companies that are facing talent shortages of one sort or another.”
The United States is the top foreign work destination, seen
as appealing by 42 percent of job seekers in the study. Next most
appealing are two other English-speaking countries: the UK and
Canada, cited by 37 percent and 35 percent of survey takers,
respectively. Most of the remaining countries among the top 10
work destinations, starting with Germany, are European countries that have strong economies, famous cultural attractions, or
both.
“People have never made their career choices strictly on the
basis of what happens when they’re at work,” says Mike Booker,
managing director of The Network and another of the report’s
coauthors. “There’s always an implicit calculation of what the
job will allow them to do in their off-time. The difference in
the more mobile work environment of today is that workers are
applying that filter to job possibilities outside their home countries.”
One of the more significant findings in Decoding Global
Talent has to do with what makes people feel motivated in the
workplace—not just those willing to work abroad, but people everywhere. While money still matters, the survey provides strong
evidence that intrinsic rewards have pushed past strictly financial
considerations as the most important determinant of workplace
satisfaction. Survey takers as a whole cite appreciation for their
work as their number-one priority. Two other “soft” factors—

good relationships with colleagues and good work-life balance—
come in second and third.
“The economic struggles of many countries since 2008 have
prompted many people to focus on the inherent satisfactions of
work, rather than on things that may depend on what’s happening in the larger economy,” says Andrea Strohmayr, international
operations manager at The Network and a report coauthor. “That
said, the shift toward workplaces that have a more collegial
atmosphere and an expectation of positive feedback has some
deeper root causes and is likely to be with us for a long time.”
Decoding Global Talent paints a picture of a global workforce that is startling in its diversity. Here are a few findings.
• Although Western Europeans are often grouped together,
willingness to move abroad for work varies significantly
among countries. In both Britain and Germany, a mere 44
percent say they would be willing to work abroad. That’s
less than half the proportion of Dutch who are willing to
move for work and considerably below Swiss willingness as
well.
• Occupation has a big influence on mobility. People who
work in engineering and technical jobs are the most likely to
consider a job abroad. Those in more tightly regulated fields
(e.g., social work and medicine) are the least mobile.
• Age has a big impact on what workers look for in the workplace. People focus on career development in their 20s and
on work-life balance in their 30s and 40s as family responsibilities peak. As people get older, these factors fade in

importance and the content of work—its intrinsic appeal—
takes on added significance for most workers.
• In countries with high per capita incomes, willingness to
work abroad is usually tied to experiential factors, not economic ones. This is true of Swiss, U.S., German, and British
workers, all of whom are the subject of stand-alone analyses
that appear online along with Decoding Global Talent.
• Would-be expatriates don’t just think in terms of countries;
they think in terms of cities, putting London first, New York
second, and Paris third in terms of desirability. As one Turkish job seeker says in the report, “If you ask a young person
in this country, ‘Where do you want to go in the UK?’,
they’ll never say Liverpool or Manchester. They all say
London because of ... the cultural harmonization.”
“The increasing mobility of the global workforce and the
shift in worker preferences, has huge implications,” says Carsten
von der Linden, a principal at The Boston Consulting Group and
a coauthor of the report. “If they fail to see what’s happening,
government policymakers and HR executives at multinational
companies might find themselves watching as their most gifted
workers emigrate and do not return. It’ll be much better to be on
the other side of that equation.”
The data gathered for Decoding Global Talent provides
insights into worker attitudes by gender, marital status, education
level, salary level, and position in the job hierarchy.
The report is available at www.bcgperspectives.com.

Accepting
New Members!

Members
can displa
the ILN lo y
go
on their
websites!

Is your company diversifying into logistics? Do you already work in logistics, providing office moving, project
forwarding, warehousing and distribution or cargo moving?
Then it’s time to join forces with a group of IAM members who recently formed the IAM Logistics Network (ILN)
This member-driven group, created in 2013, facilitates networking among IAM colleague companies seeking to
expand already-thriving logistics businesses or ready to diversify into new business sectors.
ILN members realize these membership benefits immediately:
▶ Become part of an logistics network of IAM members
with whom you’ve already spent years developing
relationships and trust

▶ Join your ILN colleagues for anytime chat and
discussion on the ILN Members-Only LinkedIn Group
and in the IAM Social Café.
▶ Take part in an ILN members-only networking event at
IAM’s 52nd Annual Meeting in Orlando, Florida

To join, or receive more information on the IAM Logistics Network (ILN), contact Membership@IAMovers.org

INDUSTRY NEWS
A look at people and events shaping IAM member companies

Jaff Van Durme

Tim Hagan

Olivier Ravon

Gosselin Group NV and its Gosselin Mobility Services division recently announced several appointments.
Jaff Van Durme has been named group director of business development. In that role, the 25-year industry veteran
will provide strategic leadership to continue the growth of the
Mobility Division’s commercial DSP and removals services in
all 48 cities in 32 countries where the company now operates
under the Gosselin brand. In addition, the company said Van
Durme’s extensive knowledge of and relationships with many of
the major commercial corporate clients throughout Europe will
enable Gosselin to make significant advances in building brand
awareness locally as well as globally.
Tim Hagan was appointed director of global alliance management at the company in 1983. He began his industry career as
a move coordinator for Mayflower International in Indianapolis,
Indiana, and worked his way up to regional director of sales and
customer service. He then spent eight years with Ameretrans in
London as executive vice president of business development
before returning to the United States to serve as vice president of
global sales at Graebel International.
Hagan joined the Gosselin team in 2011. He has lived and
worked in the UK, Japan, Italy and Africa during his career and
is well versed in all aspects of the workforce mobility industry.
Olivier Ravon has been named regional director for business development for the company’s facilities in Central and
Eastern Europe, with the exception of Moscow and Central Asia/
Caucasus. Ravon previously held senior positions with AGS and
Interdean in South Eastern Europe. He will be based in Bucharest, Romania, and oversee the location operations as well as
have direct oversight of all business development in the region,
including Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary.
Pieter Willems has been promoted to regional director,
Western European business development, headquartered in Germany. For the past 12 years, he has been engaged in workforce
mobility sales leadership. He is a member of ERC and EuRA, is
a certified mobility specialist, and holds GMS-T Strategic Talent
Mobility designations.
Willems began his career as a sales coordinator and then
account manager under TransEuro. When that company was
acquired by Amertrans and became TEAM, he was named sales
director in Belgium. In 2012, he joined Gosselin in Belgium,

Pieter Willems

Nathalia Giovannini

where he guided Gosselin Mobility in securing significant
workforce mobility contracts and greatly enhanced revenue and
profitability.
Atlantis International—Brazil has appointed Nathalia
Giovannini fine arts coordinator/supervisor. Giovannini previously worked at the Museu de Arte Contemporanea in Niteroi. In
her new role, she will be responsible for agent relations, pricing
and supervision of art projects, internally and abroad.
The company also announced that Marcela Britto has
joined the company as international manager. She has worked at
two major companies in Rio de Janeiro, and has gained extensive experience within the international moving industry during
the past eight years.
SIT Relocation announced that Valentina Arroba and Beatriz Conde have joined the company’s relocation and immigration department.
Arroba, a relocation consultant who has four years of experience in the relocation field, brings experience on a national and
international scale in the management of relocation services for
clients and their families.
Conde, an attorney, brings four years of experience in corporate immigration. As an immigration consultant she is responsible for all legal operations during the relocation process.
Accelerated International Forwarders, headquartered in
Fort Wayne, Indiana, has named Janet Turner director of sales
and marketing. Turner has a career spanning more than 35 years
in the shipping industry, most of that time as owner of WISEnterprises. She has served clients with real estate needs as well.
In her new role Turner will focus on expanding the commercial and corporate business development for Accelerated.
Interstate Group Holdings, Inc., has named Ray daSilva Group
President of its Interstate International and Interstate Relocation Services subsidiaries.
A highly successful mobility services industry veteran,
daSilva was born in Korea and educated in Hong Kong, Taiwan
and Korea before immigrating to the United States. His personal international experience helped him land his first industry
position in Anchorage, Alaska. During the next 30 years, he was
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afforded opportunities within the relocation industry to manage
businesses all over the world, including Asia, Europe, Middle
East, and Americas, most notably for the Crown Mobility and
SECOR organizations.
DaSilva has served in various leadership capacities during
his tenure, with responsibilities including strategic planning,
organizational development, technology, talent acquisition and
deployment, as well as supply chain management.
In his new role, daSilva will assume oversight of the nonasset-based subsidiaries representing international and domestic
forwarding, corporate and government employee relocation management programs, and the Supply Chain Logistics Solutions
division. He will be responsible for day-to-day management to
include R&D, capture management, client service assurance, and
profit/loss.
Asian Tigers Mobility has announced two additions to their
staff in Japan.
June Ozawa, relocation team manager, relocation services,
has seven years of industry experience in various capacities
ranging from destination services consultant, visa and immigration specialist, account manager, and onsite consultant for a
Fortune 500 financial securities and banking firm, managing its
expatriate and tenancy management program.
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Margaret Baxter, relocation consultant, relocation services,
has lived in Tokyo for the past 27 years. She has extensive involvement and leadership experience within the expatriate community of Tokyo and its various related organizations, in which
she continues to be actively involved.
Asian Tigers also announced three appointments in its
Vietnam branches. Matt King will be responsible for both the
Hanoi and Ho Chi Mihn City offices as country manager. Robert
(Bert) Mitchell will oversee the operations in Hanoi until new
management is in place to succeed Pascal Jore, who has left the
company. Eddy Azoulay will move from Bangkok to Hanoi
to assume the new role of sales and marketing director for the
Hanoi branch.
AIReS has added Steven Alverson, CRP, GMS to its Northeast Regional Office and business development team. As global
account manager, Alverson will service strategic AIReS client
relationships in New Jersey and Delaware.
Alverson began his career in the relocation in 2001 and has
contributed to Mobility magazine. He also is active in the New
Jersey Relocation Council and the Delaware Vermont Relocation
Council.

EXPANSIONS
Team Group Chairman Yogesh Mehta has announced his purchase of a majority
shareholding in Quality Moving Management, Inc. (QMM), headquartered in Vancouver, BC, Canada. The purchase, which includes management shareholders Tim Nager,
Scott Shaw, and Roy Phelps, all longstanding members of QMM’s senior management
team, was completed September 12.
QMM is the largest Allied Van Lines franchise in Canada, and Western Canada’s
leading asset-based corporate moving specialist with major operations in Vancouver,
Calgary and Edmonton. The company reports that it has enjoyed a highly successful 18year period of growth since its inception in 1966 under founder Kevin St. George.

Invictus Relocation’s new warehouse in Sintra, Portugal

Invictus Relocation opened its new 450-square-meter warehouse in Sintra, Portugal, on October 1. The brand-new facility features long-term and short-term storage,
liftvans, climate control and security cameras, according to CEO & Business Manager
Fábio Manuel.
Bishop’s Move, which this year celebrates its 160th year in business, recently invested in £1.2 million in 13 custom-built DAF vehicles. After looking at various options,
the UK’s largest family-owned removal company brokered the deal with Ryder trucks to
supply the order.
Eight vehicles were delivered before September 1, with a further five scheduled to
be delivered before the beginning of 2015. The £1.2 million investment in the Bishop’s

Some of Bishop’s new trucks

Move fleet is in addition to the £150,000 already invested in the
refurbishment of its existing fleet in late 2013 and early 2014.
This significant investment follows the arrival last year of
two 7.5-ton Euro 5 DAFs and a DAF XF105.460 Euro 5 Super
Space cab Artic unit and step-frame trailer.
The investment will exceed £1.4 million in a two-year
period. Operating within a recovering housing market, Bishop’s
Move saw this as an ideal time to invest in and expand its fleet
and operations.
Bishop’s Move Managing Director Alistair Bingle noted,
“We pride ourselves in offering a professional and efficient service to our customers, and this investment enhances our commitment to offering a modern, robust, efficient service to our client
base.”
Prime Transport has announced the opening of its newest
branch in Los Angeles, located five minutes from Los Angeles
International Airport to service shipments of personal effects on
behalf of the international moving community. The 20-year-old
company, with experience in the customs brokerage and freight
forwarding industry, also has offices in New York and Miami.
Prime Transport’s Los Angeles office extends its reach west,
bridging the gap between Western Europe and East Asia. Its
export team, headed by Olga Salcedo Ortiz, is poised to handle
the largest community of expats in the United States. The mild
climate and the film and technology industry bolster California’s
attractiveness to expats, and Prime Transport’s import operations
can handle any customs issues, according to Managing Director
Kevin Wu. The company’s strong agent network can facilitate
exports to worldwide destinations. Its services include customs
clearance, air and ocean freight management, import/export
handling, and title validation.
Kent Relocation Group has expanded into the Tasmanian
market by acquiring Watkins Removals and Storage, which it
intends to redevelop and modernize as part of Kent’s national
Australia-based network. The acquisition was announced October 20 by Kent Executive Chairman Graham Kent and Tasmanian Treasurer Peter Gutwein.
The Victoria-headquartered, family-owned company is making a significant investment in revitalizing Watkins, which had
been under administration since August.

Employees and executives celebrate the opening of Watkins Kent
in Tasmania on October 20.

Tasmanian State Treasurer Peter Gutwein (left) and Kent CEO
Timothy Irwin flank Kent Executive Chairman Graham Kent, who
has donned the new Watkins Kent Removals & Storage uniform at
the Tasmanian launch.

Kent is reorganizing and streamlining the Tasmanian firm’s
operations and modernizing its service delivery and warehousing capabilities in both Launceston and Hobart. The redeveloped
business is now known as Watkins Kent Removals & Storage,
headquartered in Launceston.
Graham Kent described his firm’s acquisition of Watkins as
“a natural fit. Both are family-based businesses that have been
operating for more than 70 years,” he added. “Over that period,
Watkins and Kent have created powerful, individual brands
based on a similar approach to providing great value and superior customer service.”
Kent said his company was pleased to return Watkins to
viability and to reemploy and expand its workforce, which will
include 10 permanent staff and 10 casual workers. He noted that
his company intends to grow the business in Tasmania by delivering the same quality service that has made Kent the largest
family-owned relocation in Australia, with a workforce of more
than 500 people

HONORS & AWARDS
UniGroup Relocation, a global mobility company, received
the Expatriate Management and Mobility Award (EMMA) for
Destination Services Provider of the Year given by the Forum for
Expatriate Management (FEM). The announcement was made at
the EMMA Americas Gala in September.
The EMMA is awarded to the top company that assists its
clients and their assignees with destination services such as
home search, settling-in and cultural awareness services. The
company is expected to demonstrate a high level of knowledge
and understanding when coordinating destination services and
always keep the needs of clients and assignees in the forefront.
“With a heritage spanning more than 85 years, UniGroup
Relocation understands that relocation, especially internationally, is about much more than simply moving an assignee’s
belongings. It’s about helping them transition and get settled
into their new home,” said UniGroup Relocation President Pat
Baehler. “We are proud to help assignees with our full suite of
pre-assignment, housing and destination services, while emphasizing quality during every step of the process.”

Bishops’ Move has been shortlisted for The Expatriate Management & Mobility Awards International Moving Company
of the Year in 2014, its 160th year in business. The company’s
award nomination will now be assessed by an independent
judging panel before a gala dinner and awards ceremony at The
EMEA Global Mobility Summit in London on November 7.
This is a defining year for Bishop’s Move. As it celebrates
its anniversary, the company has said goodbye to members of the
fifth generation of Bishop’s who have handed over the reins of
the company to their successors.
Bishop’s Move Sales & Marketing Director Chris Marshall noted, “Being shortlisted at the Expatriate Management &
Mobility Awards is recognition of the years of effort and commitment the previous generation of Bishop’s gave to the cause
of this family run business. We have witnessed a lot of changes
throughout the past 12 months and we look forward to taking the
company forward with the sixth generation at the helm.”
One of these changes is the recent investment of £1.2 million in 13 custom-built DAF vehicles (see story on page 87).
This fleet expansion is a significant step forward for the company as it builds on its reputation as one of the leading removal
companies in the UK, offering moving and shipping services
using its own resources within the local community.
The company was founded in 1854 by Joseph James Bishop, a laborer from Norfolk who came to London to join Robert
Peel’s newly established police force. J.J., as he was known, left
the police force after a short time and opened a greengrocers
in London, from which he developed the business to include
moving household furniture and effects. This soon evolved to
become a general cartage and removals business, with a small
yard in what was then the village of Pimlico.
v
Bishop’s Move also has been honored for outstanding
performance at Cartus Corporation’s 2014 Global Network
Conference. Cartus Global Network is Cartus’ industry-leading
worldwide service provider network. Bishop’s Move was named
winner of the Global Network Commitment to Excellence Gold
Award for its exceptional service results; it was one of just six
organizations in the world to receive this accolade. The award
recognizes a supplier’s measurable commitment to excellence
and is presented to Global Network service providers who have
distinguished themselves by achieving critical performance
metrics.
Cartus commended Bishop’s efforts “to minimize the stress
that our customers feel when they are faced with important life
decisions like relocating. This award acknowledges the
superb work ethic and professionalism that our suppliers
routinely provide.”

GMU President Dr. Ángel Cabrera (left) and John Wood (right)
present Interstate President Bud Morrissette with the John C.
“Jack” Wood Award.

Interstate, located in Springfield, Virginia, made the Washington Business Journal’s list of top 100 Largest Private Companies
for the third year in a row. This year, Interstate ranks no. 78. The
Business Journal’s elite list takes the most comprehensive look
at the area’s biggest players—a group that has been key to job
creation and the economy’s recovery.
“Our team works hard every day—and our employees’
dedication is evident,” says Interstate President Arthur E. (Bud)
Morrissette IV. “On behalf of the entire Interstate organization,
I’d like to thank all of our clients—some of whom have been
with us for years.”
Over the last few years, Interstate has celebrated steady
growth, despite the fact that the economy is still recovering. In
2014, the company hired several key executives and managers
to further position the company as an industry leader, as well as
ensure its continued growth and dedication to quality service.
Additionally, during the past three years, Interstate added a new
facility in Washington, DC, acquired three firms in the United
States, and opened offices in Hong Kong, Madrid and Rio de
Janeiro to support existing and anticipated customer needs.
Interstate also was honored with the Jack Wood Award for
“Town Gown Relations 2014” by George Mason University
(GMU). The award is a university-wide program to recognize
individuals or businesses that demonstrate leadership in cultivating the mutually beneficial relationship between the university
and the greater surrounding community. Interstate received the
award for its support of Patriot Packout, a university program
designed to facilitate waste reduction on move-out day. Through
Patriot Packout, university students and staff are encouraged to
donate unwanted clothing, appliances, and unopened food items.
Interstate manages the logistics of the operation, including storing and delivering all donations to local charities, which help
families in need.
According to Morrissette, GMU and Interstate have distributed 72,813 pounds of clothing, appliances and food during the
past eight years. The partnership, he said, underscores Interstate’s commitment to delivering excellence—as well as a bit of
hope—to the community at large.

UniGroup Logistics was recently named to the Inbound
Logistics 2014 Top 100 Truckers list. The Top 100 list serves
as a qualitative assessment of service providers who Inbound
Logistics editors feel are the best equipped to meet and surpass
readers’ evolving motor freight transportation needs.
Arpin Van Lines is among the top three suppliers of household goods shipment services ranked by customer satisfaction,
according to the 20th Annual Nationwide Relocating Employee
Survey, released by independent research firm Trippel Survey &
Research.
 	 Additionally the report found:
• Arpin’s customer satisfaction increased from 2013 to 2014.
• Over the past seven years, Arpin had the best long-term
customer satisfaction increase.
• Arpin ranked number two in the top franchise/systems supplier category.
“The results of these surveys are very encouraging, especially considering that as a family-owned business we are being
rated against the some of the largest moving companies in the
world,” said Bridget Ritchie, executive director of global business development for Arpin Group. “Our core philosophy is to
create customers for life and that is reflected in our commitment
to constantly improve the quality of our customer service year
after year.”
 	 The 20th Annual Nationwide Relocating Employee Survey©
was conducted during a six-month period ending June 30, 2014.
The overall purpose of the survey is to collect and report objective, unbiased evaluations from transferees or assignees moving
within the United States regarding their level of satisfaction with
external relocation service providers.
 	

Left to right: Laura Benjamin, manager, move management, Lexicon Relocation; Tim Donnar, President/CEO/principal, Reindeer
Auto Relocation; Craig Donovan, director, global network integration, Lexicon Relocation.

Reindeer Auto Relocation was honored with a 2014 Lexicon World of Quality Award by Lexicon Relocation at an awards
ceremony in Chicago, Illinois, in October. More than 160 global
mobility professionals gathered to recognize customer satisfaction, performance, and partnership excellence.
Thirty-four global providers were recognized by Lexicon’s
global network integration team of supply chain professionals
from among a field of qualified entrants within the global mobiity industry. Award winners were chosen based on internal and
external service and performance metrics as well as internal and
external customer surveys incorporating three criteria: service,
innovation and partnership.

MILESTONES
Coleman Marks Centennial
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oleman World Group has been
providing storage and relocation
services for individuals, families, corporations and the government and military
for 100 years. The company was founded
by J.M. Coleman in 1914 in Hutchinson,
Kansas, at a time when customers’ belongings were hauled by horses and wagons, said Coleman’s great-great-grandson
Jeff Coleman, who is now the company’s
President & CEO.
“We were hauling household goods,
general freight, coal and ice… this even
predated refrigerators,” he said. “It was
really local and regional back in those
days.”
During the 1950s and 1960s the
company grew through expansion and acquisitions, opening more than 15 offices
in seven states. In an effort to recognize
the company’s interstate growth, the
company changed its name to Coleman
American Moving Services. In 1972
the company relocated from Kansas to
Dothan, Alabama, following the acquisition of a moving company there, Loftin’s
Transfer & Storage. Doubled in size,
the company then set about broadening
its services and reach, partnering with a
major van line before forming its own
independent van line, Covan World Wide
Moving, in 1980 and later becoming an
agent for Allied Van Lines.

Lacy Brakefield, John Coleman, Andy Coleman, Jeff Coleman and Jim Coleman with a
vintage truck

Now known as Coleman World
Group, the company is Allied’s largest
agent worldwide, with about 50 locations in 20 states and the island of Guam.
In all, the company performs more than
20,000 moves per year in 190 countries
worldwide, and owns about 1,800 pieces
of equipment, from trucks and trailers to
forklifts.

Jeff Coleman said one key to the
company’s longevity has been the wordof-mouth recommendations its satisfied
customers continuously provide. And the
source of that satisfaction stems from the
dedication of its 2,000 employees, who
are committed to help clients make what
could be an otherwise stressful time of
upheaval into a smooth move.
“We are extremely proud to reach
the 100-year mark as a company,” said
Jeff Coleman. “We are so thankful to
the entire Coleman World Group family, the supportive communities, loyal

Left: Three Coleman pickup trucks in
Wichita, Kansas.

Jim Coleman (center) presides at a ribbon-cutting in Salina,
Kansas.

customers and dedicated associates for being a part of this
historic milestone. While it’s certainly a time for us to remember
where we’ve been, it’s even more important for us to focus on
where we’re headed. I’m confident in the ability of the Coleman
World Group family of associates and in our plans to continue
to provide excellent quality customer service on each and every
move.”
Coleman World Group is now in its sixth generation of
family members working for the company, Jeff said; his father,
James (Jim) Coleman, is still involved as company chairman.
Jeff explained that all associates at Coleman World Group work
together as a team to help customers reach their new destinations
around the world.
“We call it a family company because that’s the spirit that’s
exuded throughout,” he said. “We’re just one big happy family,
helping people in their time of transition.”

A vintage photo of a tradeshow display.

Above and below: Examples of the Colman trucks over the years.

The British Association of Removers (BAR) recently
was selected by the Department for Business Innovation & Skills
(BIS) to participate in Phase 3 Trailblazers as the body representing the removals sector in the broader Logistics & Supply Chain
Trailblazers. As part of its commitment to continuous improvements in the removals sector, BAR will again be at the forefront
of setting standards and, for the first time, providing clear career
pathways for employees in removals.
Having been responsible for developing the first-ever and
award-winning removals-specific apprenticeship for commercial
removals, BAR supports the development of new apprenticeships based on standards to meet the needs of the future economy and to ensure that apprenticeships are more rigorous and
responsive to the needs of employers.
Led and supported by a cross-section of removers—large,
small, domestic, commercial and overseas—BAR will ensure
that the needs of employers are met in filling the skills gaps by
replacing complex frameworks with short, simple standards written by employers and expanding the scope of the apprenticeship
program to ensure that all parts of the sector needs are met.
Skills Minister Nick Boles said, “I congratulate BAR for the
key role it is playing in developing new top-quality apprenticeships. Through the Trailblazers initiative, companies like BAR,
in collaboration with their industry partners, will give people the
skills they need to thrive and our businesses need to compete.”
Graebel Companies, Inc. Chairman David W. Graebel
and William H. Graebel, SGMS chief executive officer and
president of the global relocation firm, together with Robert and
Vasilia Peterson, have entered into a formal agreement regarding the sale and acquisition of Graebel Van Lines, Inc., and the
U.S. moving and storage operations of Graebel Movers, Inc.
According to the announcement, the two business units will be
acquired under the Petersons’ newly formed holding company,
Graebel Vanlines, LLC. The Petersons, founders of All My Sons
Moving & Storage, will independently own and separately operate the interstate carrier and coast-to-coast moving and storage

entities from their other holdings. Terms of this agreement were
not disclosed.
David Graebel sold household goods moving services
and with one truck handled each of his customers’ relocations
throughout Wisconsin starting in 1950. Today, Graebel Van
Lines, Inc., and Graebel Movers, Inc., the largest wholly-owned
carrier and moving and storage network in North America, perform household goods and commercial office relocation services
for the Fortune 500 and Global 100.
Described as the Right Move for Everyone™, this decision
represents the latest in Graebel’s seven decades of transformations. A comprehensive transition plan is in place for the seamless delivery of high-quality moving services for Graebel clients
and a textbook changeover for the 1,800 employee and contract
drivers who will report to the Petersons’ team.
Graebel Relocation Services Worldwide, Inc., Graebel Movers International, Inc., Move Management, Inc., and Graebel
Commercial Services, Inc., are excluded in this agreement, and
will continue to operate under the umbrella of the Graebel Companies, Inc., led by William Graebel.
Santa Fe Group has announced that CEO Lars Lykke Iversen
will retire in 2015 based on a structured succession plan as the
company looks forward to implementing the next stage of its
business plan.
“I have had the honor of leading the Santa Fe Group since
1989 to its position today as a leader in global mobility services
and with virtually unlimited future opportunities ahead,” said
Iversen. “I am proud of how we made it to where we are today
and I have loved every minute of the journey. Given our strong
position and exciting plans, I believe now is the right time for
me to begin a transition into retirement in 2015.”
Iversen began his career 42 years ago with Santa Fe Group’s
parent company, EAC (East Asiatic Company). In 1972 he transferred to Vancouver, BC, Canada, and then in 1982 to Pasadena,
California, before relocating to Hong Kong in 1986. He assumed
leadership of Santa Fe from its infancy to the global company it

IN MEMORIAM
Eli Levi
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Lars Lykke Iversen’s career at Santa Fe
spanned more than four decades.

is today. He most recently relocated to the
UK to establish the Group’s new global
headquarters in 2012.
The retirement announcement came
along with the EAC Interim H1, 2014
report showing strong performance indicators, and as EAC President and CEO
Niels Henrik Jensen also announced his
retirement. EAC and the Santa Fe Group
will be consolidated into one company—
The Santa Fe Group.
As CEO of the Santa Fe Group,
Iversen oversaw its development from
an international moving partner into a
leading global mobility services company and led the business through a rapid
period of growth. In 2010 and 2011, he
spearheaded deals consolidating Santa Fe
Relocation Services in Asia, Wridgways
in Australia, and Interdean in Europe
under the Santa Fe Group. The company
has offices in 56 countries worldwide.
Over the years Iversen has played an
active role in the industry and has for several periods served as board member of
a number of international trade organizations as well as receiving the Meritorious
Service Award. As he transitions toward
retirement, he will continue to serve on
the board of Santa Fe’s business in China,
and as Santa Fe Group until a replacement is fully integrated into the business.

li Levi, founder of Globus International, passed away on September
23 following a brief illness. Mr. Levi
was born in India on April 30, 1934, and
when he was a youth of 16 he undertook
the long journey alone to make a new
life in the State of Israel, only two years
after that nation was founded. This was
a time of hardship in Israel with many
shortages and constant threat of war, but
it also brought changes, and young Eli
married his partner for life, Cochava,
and started his own family.
In order to provide for them Mr.
Levi started working for an American
oil drilling company, Delek (a petrol
company), and others. He always vowed
that his children would never have to go
without as he himself had so often been
required to do as a child growing up in
India, and he often worked two jobs at a
time in order to fulfill that promise.
In 1985 he realized his ambition
of starting his own company, Globus
International, with his sons. The early
years were difficult but their hard work
began to pay off as more and more
companies began to utilize the fledgling company. Globus began a period
of growth, firmly establishing itself as
a leader in the household packing and
shipping industry in Israel. At that point
that the seasonality of the industry began to cause worry, as it was important
for Mr. Levi to work with his own crews
and equipment in order to ensure quality
service to clients. Thus, he needed to
find a way to provide the crews with full
employment year round.
The company’s expertise in packing
and moving focused in a new direction,
and Globus launched a second division
of heavy machinery and specialized industrial packing. This division fostered
the development of new skills and the
company continued to grow.
Mr. Levi explored additional opportunities and soon Globus also became a
leader in fine art and exhibition packing.
Globus expanded rapidly, and since
1994 the company’s work force has
increased to its current total of 450 and

Eli Levi
April 30, 1934–September 23, 2014

its state-of-the art warehouses stretch
from the north of Israel to the south with
a capacity of 80,000 square meters of
storage.
“Eli’s vision, hard work and
determination saw Globus become the
leader in Israel in every division it was
involved in,” said Dov Inbar of the relocation division, “and our competitors
sought to copy us, which was possibly
the greatest testament to its success.
“Eli always treated everyone in
the company as part of his extended
family,” Inbar added. “He knew everybody’s name and the names of their
partners and most of their children. He
worried about the well-being of his staff,
and was determined that there would
always be a secure work environment
for everyone. Eli was also eager to give
back to the community and to those less
fortunate. He devoted many hours and
resources to charitable causes. His spirit
and legacy will live on with all those
who were privileged to know him and
be touched by him.”
His charitable work extended to
providing assistance as a relief station
for aid to Turkey after the catastrophic
earthquakes of 1999 hit the country and
the tsunami that hit Asia in 2004.
Mr. Levi is survived by his wife,
Cochava; a daughter, Etty; two sons,
Yehuda and Shlomi; and eight grandchildren.

IN MEMORIAM
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duardo “Lalo” Gou of Mudanzas Gou, S.A. and Auto
Transportes Internacionales, S. de R.L. in Mexico
City, passed away on July 22 at the age of 72. He is survived by his wife, Cristina Gou; his son, Eduardo Gou Jr.;
and his daughter, Andrea Gou.

Dependable Auto Shippers (DAS), one of the largest
auto transport companies in the United States, is celebrating 60
successful years of transporting cars, motorcycles, boats and
recreational vehicles. Founded by Sam London in 1954 as a
drive-away business, the Dallas-based company now safely and
efficiently transports nearly 100,000 vehicles domestically and
internationally every year for individual consumers, as well as
corporate customers relocating employees.
Having begun as a drive-away company and broker, DAS
now owns and operates its own private fleet of transports,
enabling the company to maintain greater control on the relocation process. Last year, DAS carriers traveled 9,887,791 miles,
and despite battling the industry shortage of drivers and high
gas prices, the company experienced growth among corporate
relocation clients in 2014.

“The transportation industry continues to evolve, so for
DAS to be celebrating our 60th anniversary is a tribute to our
commitment to customer satisfaction,” said John Roehll, executive vice president and co-owner of DAS. “We are proud of our
successes, but we are also looking forward to our new innovations that will drive continued growth into the future.”
To sustain future success, Roehll places an emphasis on developing the company’s technology platform. DAS is currently
implementing a one-of-a-kind tracking device for all vehicle
transports, which will communicate directly with the company’s
service centers around the country. The real-time tracking device
provides vehicle diagnostics and allows for a more accurate estimated time of delivery, which offers customers peace of mind.
DAS has received a number of third-party accolades. Recent
awards include Move Management International Partner of the
Year, the Cartus Global Network Commitment to Excellence
Gold award and the Lexicon Relocation World of Quality award.
“My dad would be so proud to see the business he started
continuing to thrive for more than 60 years,” said DAS President
and CEO Rick London, whose father founded DAS. “The outstanding leadership team at DAS has overcome many challenges
in the industry, while maintaining a focus on the company’s
future that has positioned it for continued success.”

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

Peg Wilken

Stevens Forwarders Inc.
IAM Chair

Core Members
Abrao Shipping Services L.L.C.
M110 Sheikh Rashid Building
121272 Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel: 00971 4 3382951 • Fax: 00971 4 3382941
benoni_a_dxb@abraoshipping.com
P.O.C. Benoni D Silva
P.O.C. Vinod Krishman
P.O.C. Vinod Nair
Sponsors: Packways India
Ghorayeb International Freight Forwarding,
Lebanon

Best Movers Van Lines
201 S Biscayne Blvd Ste 2800
Miami, FL 33131-4309 USA
Tel: 305-913-1505
Fax: 305-913-1609
info@bestmoversvanlines.com
P.O.C. Alex E. Aviani
Sponsors: Blason International Movers, USA
Shipping Solutions Worldwide Co., USA
Dalian Shengcheng International Freight
Forwarding Co., Ltd.
Room B2602, Mingshi International
Apartment
No.30, Wuwu Road, Zhongshan District
Liaoning Province
116000 Dalian, China (PRC)
Tel: 86 411 3997 6977
Fax: 86 411 3980 6087
P.O.C. Rui Wang
P.O.C. Alvin Fan
P.O.C. Rachel Lee
Sponsors: King’s Mover International, China
Shanghai Trust Mover International Freight
Forwarder Co., Ltd, China

Abroad Moving Services
dba International Movers
LLC240 Boundary Rd.
Marlboro, NJ 07746-1478 USA
Tel: 848-444-9656 • Fax: 732-462-5151
mike@internationalmoversllc.com
P.O.C. Michael Dragin
P.O.C. Joe Russo
P.O.C. Amanda MacFarlane
Sponsors: Rose Containerline Inc., USA
See-Sped USA Inc, USA

Domex
Sardarabad Bldg. Armenia Str.
Bourj Hammoud
Beirut, Lebanon
Tel: 00 96 11255236
Fax: 00 96 11255236
lb@domexco.net
P.O.C. Amin Dahbar
P.O.C. Rachel Kahale
P.O.C. Nisreen Keswani
Sponsors: Beirut International Movers
S.A.R.L., Lebanon
Muuttopalvelu Grundell OY, Finland

Alliance Movers & Transportation
5 Yishun Industrial Street 1, #04-01
768161 North Spring Bizhub
Singapore
Tel: 65-62571143 • Fax: 65-65555501
enquiry@alliancemovers.com.sg
P.O.C. Benson Toh
P.O.C. Edison Francis
P.O.C. Sharon Toh
Sponsors: President Van Lines, Ltd, Taiwan
Inter Trans Insurance Services Inc., USA

DT Moving France
12 Rue De Fourqueux
78100 St Germain en Laye, France
Tel: 33 1 390 41616
Fax: 33 1 397 30378
paris@dtmoving.com
P.O.C. Christa Schwarz
Sponsors: Harsch, The Art of Moving,
Switzerland
PIR—Parry International Relocations Ltd.

Allied Logistics LLC
P.O. Box 71. PC 100
Way 4864, Bldg 4894, Mawaleh South
100 Muscat, Oman
Tel: 968 22071177
enquiries@alliedlogistics.co.om
P.O.C. Marcus Maguire
P.O.C. Prajoth Thomas
P.O.C. Sanille Terence
Sponsors: Dynamic Freight, Bahrain
Total Moving and Storage LLC, United Arab
Emirates

FD Platinum Ltd.
Number One Vicarage Lane
London, E154HF United Kingdom
Tel: 0203 701 43 63
info@fd-platinum.com
P.O.C. Frederic Delahaye
P.O.C. Andrew Cummins
Sponsors: Altair Global Relocation, UUSA
Alfa Quality Moving AB, Sweden

Liberty Global Logistics LLC
1979 Marcus Avenue, Suite 200
Lake Success, NY 11042-1059 USA
Tel: 516-488-8800
Fax: 516-488-8806
libertygl@libertymar.com
P.O.C. Harry Hussein
P.O.C. Chad Lyons
P.O.C. John Sheen
Sponsors: Interseaport Logistics GmbH,
Germany
Trans Global Auto Logistics Inc., USA
Freight Solutions Office
P.O. Box 1785
Sulai Area, Istanbul Street
Riyadh 11441, Saudi Arabia
Tel: 966 08111 472 917
Fax: 966 11 276 7122
m.ali@freights-solutions.com
P.O.C. Mohammed Ali
P.O.C. Mohammed Mohidin
P.O.C. Usman Abdurahman
Sponsors: Zuhal Pack International,
United Arab Emirates
ISS Worldwide Movers, United Arab Emirates
Grace Relocations Pvt. Ltd.
Unit No.504, A Block, Spaze IT Park,
Sohna Road, Sector-49
Gurgaon 122001, India
Tel: 91 124 425 9766
Fax: 91 124 427 8766
info@gracerelocations.com
P.O.C. Nikhil Arora
P.O.C. Amit Tiwari
P.O.C. Akriti Chandra
Sponsors: Muuttopalvelu Grundell OY,
Finland
Tong-In International Co., Ltd., Korea
IMT—International Moving &
Transportation
Alameda Calçada das Margaridas
163 - sl02 - cv 903
Centro Comercial, Alphaville
Barueri 06453-038, Brazil
Tel: 55 11 3013 5360
Fax: 55 11 97622 9190
info@imtlog.com
P.O.C. Jose Sobrinho
P.O.C. Clarisse Rodriques
P.O.C. Glauco Paes
Sponsors: GoMove USA Inc., USA
La Rosa Del Monte Worldwide Movers, USA

Movar Group S.R.L.
Canalejas 81
San Isidro
Buenos Aire, B1609EXA, Argentina
Tel: 54911 6849 3598
Fax: 5411 6009 3858
moving@movargroup.com
P.O.C. Nicholas De Giacomo
P.O.C. Carlos Martinez
Sponsors: J. B. Logistic Ltda., Colombia
Panama Intermoving & Relocation, Inc.,
Panama
Noshaaq Logistics Services Co.
Suite A01, Ist Floor, Shamsi Plaza
Kulula Pushta Road
Kabul, Afghanistan
Tel: 93 792 731904
info@noshaaqlogistics.com
P.O.C. Mohammad Naeem Matin
P.O.C. Abdul Wasi Martin
Sponsors: Agility International, Inc., USA
Kinetix International Logistics, LLC, USA
Optimum Mobility
67 Rue Saint-Jacques
75005 Paris , France
Tel: 33 1 74 30 36 54
jpbiard@optimum-mobility.com
P.O.C. Jean-Philippe Biard
Sponsors: Bolliger Roma SPA, Italy
AIM International Moving Ltd, Ireland
Prime Avenue
Suite 7, Level 2 Grosvenor St.
Bondi Junction 2022, Australia
Tel: 61 2 8003 5099
Fax: 1300 994 622
steven@primeavenue.com.au
P.O.C. Steven Phillips
P.O.C. Jon Kontopos
Sponsors: Moveware Pty Ltd., Australia
Champion International Moving Limited,
USA
R.B. Steel & Co.
21 Maitland Street
Helensburgh G847PD, Scotland
Tel: 44 (0) 1436675444
Fax: 44 (0) 143667504
info@rbsteel.co.uk
P.O.C. James Steel
P.O.C. Bryan More
Sponsors: Bolliger, England
John Mason International Limited, England

Romulus NV
Arthur De Coninckstraat 9
3070 Kortenberg, Belgium
Tel: 32 2 752 5949
Fax: 32 2 752 5940
ebonne@romulus.be
P.O.C. Eddy Bonne
P.O.C. Els Siongens
Sponsors: Interconex, Inc., USA
Alfa Quality Moving AB, Sweden
Santa Fe Relocation Services
State Street House, River Park
Gloucester Road, Mowbray
Cape Town 7700, South Africa
Tel: 27 21 680 5247 • Fax: 27 21 680 5011
africa@thesantafegroup.com
P.O.C. Mathieu Dunod
P.O.C. Joe Mwambay
P.O.C. Claire Du Plessis
Sponsors: RelogistiX, Inc., USA
Transportation Worldwide Inc., USA
Universal Relocations, Inc.
5895 Shiloh Rd Ste 108
Alpharetta, GA 30005-2271 USA
Tel: 678-208-2972 • Fax: 866-624-9165
geetha@universalrelocations.com
P.O.C. Geetha
P.O.C. Savitha
P.O.C. Siva Kumar
Sponsors: Universal Relocations Inc., USA
Universal Relocations India Pvt Ltd., India
Worldwide Logistics Partners, Inc.
1540 Carlemont Drive, Suite J
Crystal Lake, IL 60014-1840 USA
Tel: 815-788-1683 • Fax: 815-479-9689
mkamdar@worldwidelp.com
P.O.C. Mitch Kamdar
P.O.C. Jatin Desai
P.O.C. Tracy May
Sponsors: 21st Century Relocations Inc., USA
Emirates Logistics LLC, United Arab
Emirates
Worldwide Movers Ghana
141B Shippi Close, Cantonments
P.O. Box CT10216
Accra, Ghana
Tel: 233260840559
ghana.wwmaf@icloud.com
P.O.C. Grant Jones
P.O.C. Noah Agbedor
P.O.C. Helen Jones,
Sponsors: Star International Movers, USA
Logenix International LLC, USA

Supplier Members
Move4u Web Applications bv
Wolga 2
2491 BJ The Hague
The Netherlands
Tel: 31 857604760
sales@move4u.com
P.O.C. Arthur de Groot
P.O.C. Ton in ‘t Veen
P.O.C. Patricia Geersen
Sponsors: Bournes International Moves,
England
KHZ International Movers, The Netherlands
Rongxun Industry Ltd.
2207 SHI Business Tower B
Wanda Plaza, 3188 Renmin Road
Suzhou City, Jiang Su
215008 Suzhou, China (PRC)
Tel: 86 512 6935 0188
Fax: 86 512 6935 1808
sales@rongxunindustry.com
P.O.C. Mychael Cheng
P.O.C. Jennifer Cheng
Sponsors: A & P Moving and Storage, USA
Customs Clearance International, Inc., USA
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WASHINGTON UPDATE
By Jim Wise, PACE, LLP

2014 Congressional Election Overview

A

s was predicted by the majority of polls, Republicans (the
GOP) retained control of the House, gaining at least 11 previously held Democratic seats, with several races still undecided
as this issue goes to press. The top House Majority and Minority leadership spots are not anticipated to change, as all those
incumbents were reelected and face no serious challenges.
The strong showing in the House was duplicated in the
Senate. Republicans will now take control in January, having
won seven previously Democratic seats. It is expected that current Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) will be
elected by his party to lead the Senate in the new Congress.
A few Senate races remain undecided. In Louisiana, Sen.
Mary Landrieu (D) will face a runoff this December. Sen. Mark
Begich (D-AK) has not yet conceded his race, although he
remains 11,000 votes behind his Republican challenger, Dan
Sullivan. In Virginia, GOP challenger Ed Gillespie has conceded
a close race to Sen. Mark Warner.
Although the GOP has taken control of both chambers,
that majority may not necessarily translate into party unity, or
an overall legislative agenda and strategy. The Republicans’
margin increased in both chambers, but they are still short of the
two-thirds majority (67 votes) in the Senate needed to overcome
party line opposition to a Presidential veto. Moreover, they face
the prospect of a Democratic filibuster, in which 60 Senators
would need to vote to cut off debate on a bill and take a vote.
How the GOP will act on overall legislative priorities and
strategies is another important consideration. In 2016, Republicans will be defending 24 Senate seats, while Democrats will be
defending only 10, most of which are presently considered safe
in an open presidential election year.
Lame duck issues and into the next Congress
The “lame duck” Congress must address key issues prior to
adjourning the current session. First and foremost is the conclusion of the FY 2015 Appropriations process. Right now, the
federal government and agencies are operating on a continuing
resolution (CR) through December 11. Many lawmakers would
like the FY 2015 bills to be approved, but a majority of House
Republicans have signaled their desire to allow the new Congress to determine funding levels in January. It is likely that the
CR will hold until March 2015, at which point legislators will
reevaluate appropriations measures.

The National Defense Authorization Act has also not yet
been approved. The Congress has not failed to pass the Defense
Authorization Act since the 1960s. GOP leaders in both chambers have pledged to roll back a portion of sequestration currently pegged for the Department of Defense in 2015. Incoming
Senate Armed Services Chairman Sen. John McCain (R-AZ)
and Senate Appropriations Defense Subcommittee Chairman
Thad Cochran (R-MS) have both expressed support for greater
financial flexibility within the Pentagon.
Transportation and infrastructure issues will also be prominent in the new Congress. As the current authorization (MAP21) has expired, there will be much debate as to whether shortor longer-term funding and authorization will be approved.
Several elements of MAP-21 remain to be finalized. With respect
to the moving industry, the FMSCA still has numerous rulemakings to finalize in 2015 (see article, page 103). Newer legislative
items affecting the transportation industry that may be part of
a new measure include driver coercion, a rollback of targeted
hours of service regulations and insurance minimums.
Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) is another area that many
lawmakers would like to see addressed. If approved, TPA would
provide the Senate the ability to approve trade pacts via an upor-down vote. Current Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) and
numerous unions have long opposed TPA, reducing the likelihood that it will be brought to passage in the lame duck session.
Senate Republicans have said that legislation approving
TPA will be introduced in the first quarter of 2015. The President
wants to move forward with carefully crafted trade partnerships,
providing an opportunity in 2015 for approval. TPA authority
would be a boost for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), which
includes 11 countries from Japan to Peru, and the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership (T-TIP), which includes the
European Union and the United States.
Finally, in the lame duck, there is strong pressure to adopt
Senate legislation that would extend a series of corporate and
individual tax credits that expired in 2014. The Senate version
would simply extend the expiration dates of these tax breaks for
two years, in the belief that a more comprehensive review of the
entire corporate and individual tax structure would take place.
Included among these tax credits are R&D, earned income, wind
energy production, and higher education.

FMSCA Remains Active on Several Fronts, Looks to 2015 Rulemaking

T

he Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA),
the agency tasked with the majority of statutorily required
rulemaking from last year’s highway reauthorization bill (MAP21), has continued to push forward with notices of rulemaking,
as well as stated its intent to move forward in several areas.
Acting Administrator Scott Darling emphasized the FMCSA’s
commitment to advancing rulemakings at a recent FMCSA subcommittee meeting.
MCSAC, MRB discuss rulemakings, studies
The Motor Carrier Safety Advisory Committee (MCSAC) and
the Medical Review Board (MRB) met in October to review and
discuss issues surrounding sleep, medication use by commercial
motor vehicle (CMV) operators and CSA (compliance, safety,
and accountability) scoring metrics.
The MRB consists of physicians who provide advice and
guidance on rulemakings to the agency. There was substantial
discussion on monitoring and reporting of CMV operators who
use Schedule II medications. Industry representatives were
concerned about the impact that any revisions to provisions regarding Schedule II medication use would have on their drivers’
ability to continue their certification.
The MCSAC voted to move forward with a proposed health
questionnaire, to be given by the driver’s Certified Medical
Examiner (CME). Under the questionnaire, the CME would need
to be aware of driver history and use of all medications. The
FMCSA cited a six-month timeframe as to when this questionnaire would be available for use by CMEs. Additional MCSAC
review may delay that deadline. It was made clear that simply
using Schedule II medications would not preclude a driver from
obtaining a CMV license.
The FMCSA also reviewed the Sleeper Berth Pilot Program.
The initial study included 24 volunteer drivers and focused
on utilization of “split sleep,” and the potential impact on the
driver’s ability to operate, along with measuring physiological
reference points. The initial study also showed that those drivers
who slept during the day had elevated testosterone levels, as well
as higher blood sugar. Moreover, they were found to sleep two
hours less, on average. No impact on driver reaction time was
noted in the study, regardless of sleep time.
The agency’s goal is to accept 200 volunteer drivers for the
future pilot study. The agency believes this number will be representative and provide statistical validity. Those selected will be
screened for existing sleep disorders. MCSAC industry members
expressed concern that tighter standards will be implemented
based on only a select category of truckers being monitored, and
only a handful of volunteer drivers.
The pilot’s projected completion time is December 2015.
This study will focus only on the trucking industry, not motor

coaches. Some motor coaches have sleeper berths now, but not
enough were in existence to warrant their inclusion in the study.
The FMCSA will reach out to stakeholder groups next year,
as well as place ads in industry magazines and newsletters to
encourage drivers to volunteer for the pilot.
FMCSA agency representatives who sit on the committee
told other industry committee members that the “crash weighting” aspect of the to-be-revised CSA scoring metric would be
released before the end of the year. The CSA metric has been a
continuing issue for the committee, with industry members concerned that current scoring, particularly for not-at-fault accidents
are not removed from scoring consideration, and the appeals
process to adjust a company’s current score is complicated, often
leading to higher insurance rates.
The committee also reviewed minimum levels of financial
responsibility. The agency’s Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was raised, with FMCSA reminding committee members
that no specific number had been set. It is expected that if the figure is eventually raised (right now it remains $750,000), it will
be closer to $1.5 million.
Currently, fewer than 1 percent of insurance claims breach
the current level of coverage ($750,000). The committee agreed
to investigate the differences among the different types of classifications (buses, property and other carriers) prior to sending
a formal recommendation to the FMCSA. While the agency is
required to determine the impact on small businesses as part
of the rulemaking process (to determine whether $750,000 is
sufficient), many industry members of the MCSAC questioned
whether the availability of the insurance—and, for that matter,
the reinsurance market—would seriously be considered as part
of the overall analysis.
Household Goods Working Group quarterly call
The Household Goods Working Group at the FMCSA held its
quarterly converence call in late October. They reviewed the
Protect Your Move (PYM) campaign. The goals of PYM remain
the same as last year and include educating consumers of rights
and responsibilities, as well as making them aware of “red flags”
when they begin the move process. The working group also
reviewed the results of their increased awareness efforts through
earned media, Google ads and articles. In addition, they have
created a “landing page” to drive visitors to and resolve issues
early on. The FMSCA encourages industry to connect with the
agency via social media, and is willing to meet and make presentations on their activities.
The FMCSA also reviewed aggressive and sometimes fraudulent marketing efforts experienced by carriers when they first
register with the agency. FMCSA reminded meeting participants
that many of the scams constitute theft by fraud. Any company

that provides personally identifiable information (PII), including
bank or credit card information, should immediately contact its
financial institutions. While the MCS-150 forms are online, they
should not include any financially sensitive data. The agency
also reminded participants that it does not use private vendors,
nor does it use PayPal.
Right now, the largest number of complaints received by
the agency involves aggressive marketing surrounding Unified
Carrier Registration (UCR), drug and supervisor training, and
general compliance. This is of particular concern to new registrants or those new to the industry. The FMCSA enforcement
and investigations unit reviewed victimization cases and noted
that there may be underreporting, as many feel embarrassed or
believe their experience does not warrant coming forward. They
reminded industry to take detailed notes on any suspected fraud,
so the appropriate parties may be prosecuted in the future.
The FMCSA now has its first Attorney General partner,
Delaware. Delaware is also the fifth state to partner with the
agency on household goods enforcement and educational efforts.
The other states are Louisiana, Ohio, New Jersey and Texas.
The top 10 states for fraud remained largely the same from
the previous year—Florida, California, New Jersey, New York,
Texas, Illinois, Indiana, Georgia, Nevada and Maryland, with
California moving down to the no. 2 spot.
Hours of service (HOS) limited exemption request
The limited exemption request from the hours of service rule that
IAM submitted to the FMCSA earlier this year, requesting additional time for drivers to get their trucks to a safe destination, off
of military bases, and out of residential neighborhoods, should
be decided upon during the first quarter of 2015.

Currently, the 14-hour rule prohibits a property-carrying
CMV driver from driving a CMV after the 14th hour after coming on duty, following 10 consecutive hours off duty.
IAM is seeking exemption relief for all Department of
Transportation-licensed carriers moving household goods to permit drivers who need to move their trucks from the customer’s
residence or military base to go to a safe place for overnight
parking when there are delays in completing the job.
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he Portal accepts only computer-generated files, graphics, and ads. (If you plan to submit
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January/February 2015 Issue.................... December 20, 2015
March/April Issue.......................................February 15, 2015
May/June Issue.................................................April 30, 2015
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November/December Issue........................ October 20, 2015
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Industry Calendar
November 21–22, 2014
FEDEMAC General Assembly
Reims, France
November 21–22, 2014
CSD Annual Congress
Reims, France
February 8–11, 2015
AMSA Education Conference & Expo
Orlando, Florida, USA
February 23–26, 2015
LACMA Convention
Punta del Este, Uruguay
March 29–April 1, 2015
FIDI Conference
Cape Town, South Africa
October 18–21, 2015
IAM 53rd Annual Meeting
San Diego, California, USA
October 21-–24, 2016
IAM 54th Annual Meeting
New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
October 9–12, 2017
IAM 55th Annual Meeting
Long Beach, California, USA

